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Abstract 

The process of negotiating personal identity in a Canadian context is a cornplex 

one. It inevitably draws on many sources for identity markers, two of which include 

identification with a particular region and identification with a particular a b c  heritage. 

This thesis explores the constructed identities found in the fiction of two conternporary 

Canadian authors, Margaret Laurence and Alistair MacLeod. by foeussing on the 

regional and ethnic identities represented in their texts. 

Laurence and MacLeod share an interest in a particular ethnic identity; the legacy 

of the Scottish Highlands figures promhently in most of their fictional works. But 

whereas Laurence explores this Highland heritage in fiction set prirnariiy in western 

Canada, MacLeod explores a similar motif in shon stories set in the Atlantic Provinces. 

Their s M a r  tendencies to explore Highland Scots hentage in s p d c  regional settings 

have, kowever, resulted in very diierent critical approaches to their works. Critics tend 

to read MacLeod's explorations of the Highland motif as a function of his regionalist 

bent, wMe they see Laurence's explorations of the same heritage as a function of a 

nationaikt bent, despite the strong regionalist elements of her work. 

This thesis compares the ways in which Highland Scots heritage ttnctions as a 

source of cultural identity in Laurence's final novel The DiMners. and MacLeod's 

collected shon fiction. It explores the tensions within and between the regional identities 

- t h  arise out of this identification with the Highiand Scots tradition in these texts and 

seeks to compare their respective regional visions as they are represented in relation to 

the Canadian nation. 



For my mother, Adele Sutherland, because adoption is possible. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

In 1985, Robert Kroetsch announcd that in Canada, 'the centre does not hold. 

The margin, the periphery, the edge, now, is the exdting and dangerou boundary where 

silence and sound meet. It is where the action is" (22). More than a decade later, the 

currency of regionalism appears undiminished as Herb Wyiie suggests that 'regionalism 

and regional considerations have in recent decades received increasing attention, attention 

previously denied because of the pre-eminence of nationaiist ideology" (267). He 

attributes "the possibiiity of a renewed interest in regionalism" to a 'shift in emphasis 

fiom cohesion and unity to diversity and differentiation" in Uterary studies, and indeed, in 

the Canadian political environment (267). Even more recently, Frank Davey has argueci 

that regionalism in Canada continues to be under- theorized in tenns of its close 

relationship to political and economic factors ("Towards the Ends" 3). Although 

regionalism has been a familiar phenomenon in Canadian critical circles for some t h e ,  it 

is now receiving renewed attention. attention that is infomied by recent theoretical trends 

that explore marginality. 

What do we mean when we taik about regionauSm in a Canadian Uterary context. 

and why are we buthering to taik about it at al? There seems to be no doubt that regional 

disparity has dogged Canadian identity since long before our confederation. The 

Canadian nation is commonly perceived as including six major regions: the Atlantic 

Provinces, Quebec, Ontario. the Prairies, the West Coast, and the North.' But each of 

'Woodcock~ with good reason, insists thrt Canada is composed of seven regions 
as the geography. history, and linguistic culture of Nedoundland lenders it a region with 
an identity distinct h m  the Maritime Provinces (Meeting of Th: 12). 



these regions can be m e r  divided into subregions bat folow provincial boundaries (as 

in the case of Alberta and Manitoba), Unguistic boundaries (as in the case of Anglophone 

and Francophone Quebec), or geographic and pteviously politicai boundaries (as in the 

case of Cape Breton Island and mainluid Nova Scotia). So even commonly- held notions 

of Canadian regionaihm are ofien based on h a y  perceptions of personal identity and are 

difflcult to artidaie: "Despite its prevalence in public and academic cornmentary and the 

often charged and emotive connotations of the tenn. regionalism la& clear de8nitionn 

(Riegel et al. ix) . 

George Woodcock defines regionaihm as "the geographical feeling of locality, the 

historical feeling of a living cornmunity, the personal sense of ties to a place where one 

has been h m  or which one has pwionately adopted" @feetinn of Tirne 9). in his 

historicaliy- infomed study of regionalism in English- Canadian writing. Woodcock traces 

the progression of regionaüst writing in Canada fiom the early travel writing of the 

explorers, to what he sees as the barely regionalist texts of the pioneers (based on the 

tendency of a few such authors to use British or American literary conventions to write 

about the Canadian reg ion^)^. to the "tnily regionalist Uteratures" of the pst-pioneer 

perid where 'locaiities" have begun to fom into 'geographic- histocic regions" (1 5- 2 1). 

He concludes ihis history of Canadian regionalism with the bold assertion that "all the 

really important innovaîive tendencies in Engüsh- Canadan literature have originated in 

2David Jordan elabontes on the nature! of expiorers' and pioneers' regional 
writing by pointing out that 'early New World regionalists seemed l e s  concerned with 
describing New World envhnrnents than with justifjing the conquest of native 
inhabitants and the settlernent of the land" (New World R- 6). 



the regions" (23). This sbtement cornes close to redundancy in light of his earlier 

proposition that Canada is by definition a confederation of regions. bearing no 

resemblance to traditional European models of the nation- state (10). If we foilow this 

iine of argument. it seems that Canada's literatures are destined to be regionalist in 

nature. with no prospect of a national literatute in sight (though this is possibly not wbat 

Woodcodr intended to express). Indeed, speaking at a conference on the litenture of 

region and nation, Seamus Heaney asks, "AU around there is good writing but where is 

the great carrying voice of the defhitive centre?" (19). In answer to his own question, 

Heaney insists that aii g d  writing is rooted in some region, saying 'the writer must re- 

envisage the region as the original pointw (13). Northrop Frye sees the development of 

regional literature as evidence of a sophisticated culture. arguing that 'regionalism is an 

inevitable part of the maturing of the culture of a society," (8) and he sees 'increasing 

regionaîism as a way of the creative mind escaping fiom a centraking unifonnity" (1 1). 

So perhaps iiterary regionalism is not merely a phenornenon of the geographically 

massive and culturaliy diverse nations such as Canada, the United States. or Australia. 

Perhaps the local and the particular is a predicate for all good literature, and distinctions 

between regionaüsm and nationaikm are only a matter of de-. 

To continue our examination of regionalism where Woodcock lefi off. Herb 

Wyiie notes that regionalism as a legitimate field of iiterary inquiry has suffered during 

the reign of New Crihlcism in academic circies: 'to be regional in that critical paradigm is 

to be hopelessIy specific and contextua(ized. with oniy a faint hope of escaping to the 

reaim of the univeisal" (270). Such attitudes have fostered a certain ghettoisadon of 
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Iltenihue labeiled "regionalist" in Canadian criticism, where these works are telegated to 

the position of king an 'obligatoty regionai textn on University and high school reading 

lists. No doubt the low status of regional iiterature in the past bas stemmed h m  a 

tendency on the part of critics to corral aii writing that is tied W y  to any lacality under 

the blanket term 'regionalist" widiout regard to other characteristics of the text such as 

genre, period, or even quaUty of writing. For example, in the case of writing associated 

with the American South, we may fhd travel writing (John Berendt), memoirs (Booker T. 

Washington), bestselhg adventure novels Uohn Grisham and James Lee Burke), h o m  

novels (Anne Rice), and Puiitzer Prize-winning novels (Eudon Welty and William 

Faulkner) ali gathered together under the label, "Southern regionalism." Current 

scholarship in the field of regional writing is therefore faced with the diniculty of 

deflning regionalism against what is broadly termed "local colour" writing. 

David Jordan's ment work in this field offers an alternative defînition, one that 

seeks to divide 'local colour" or the 'regional idylln from the larger body of regionalist 

writing: 

Traditional definitions ignore a crucial aspect of regionailsm: its marginality. 

Because a region is by definition a s m d  part of a larger whole. regionalism 

necessarily proceeds b m  a de centreci world view, and this de-centred world 

view distinguishes regionaiism from other placebased iiterature, such as nahire 

writing or travei-writing. Regionidkm begins with an author's priviieged access 

to a community that has evolved through generatioas of interaction with a local 
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environment, and whose identity is debed in opposition to a lvger world beyond 

regionai borders. New World 89) 

Jordan sees regionaikt writing as conscious of margbcentre politics. evidence of a level 

of sophistication that he sees as absent in local colour writing. His emphasis on marght 

centre dynarnics seems appropriate to much regionaht writing, but in e f k t  constructs 

regionalism purely in reaction to a perceived central iiterary discourse. whidi may not be 

appropriate to every regional experience. Do we di have to be writing against England or 

Toronto or even Winnipeg or Halifax to be regiodst? And does uiis defînition exclude 

writers such as Mordecai lüchler, who writes out of a very particular experience of 

Jewish Anglophone Montreal. a region that is often perceived as part of the Canaâian 

centre? Richier's work may indeed be read as regionaüst, in that he does write out of 

very specific, though urban. neighbourhds within MontrealO3 Jordan's intent, however, 

seems to be directed toward disproving traditional notions of regionaiist writing as 'not 

oniy aesthetically but also poiitically naive " (1 0). His emphasis on the margin- centre 

tensions that are generaliy present in regionaiist fiction indicates how politically 

sophisticated such wiiting can be. Jordan is aware. however, that his introduction of the 

concept of "priviieged access" opens îhe door to problems of authenticity that might 

exclude regionalist writers without the proper dentials (for exunple, Robert Frost. who 

was born in CaMomia but is best hown for his writings about the New England region). 

The editors of a ment study of North Arnerican regionaikm simiiarly point to difflculties 

3Allstair MacLead has drawn padieis beh~een his own Wrjting and Richier's in 
Ught of tbeh similar athities for piace. stating that Richier "writes about a certain am of 
Montreal-hls region of Montteall) (The Worhl" 57). 



in defWng Uterary regionalism. saying, 'The tem regioiialism is used altemately to 

describe the uniQing principle of a corpus of Ilterary texts (that is. a regional iiterature). 

the attachent of a writer to a particular place. the diversity of writing within a larger 

body of national Ilterature, or a kind of ideologicaî consciousness or dixourse" (Riegel et 

al. x). Wyile ' s inclusive approach to regionalism as a criticai comtnict seems most 

appropriate, arguing that it should be 'used in a provisional, nuanced. modulateci fashion 

in conjunction with other terms-for instance. place, locaiity, anti-centrism, topopphy, 

province. etc.-rather than in an essentialized fashion to assert autonomous. integrated 

discursive formations" (274). 

The problem of defining regionalism is furthet complicated in pst-  settler 

colonies such as Canada and Australia by the "ethaic regions" that resuited h m  varied 

patterns of settlement in the New World. Cleady. Canada's status as a bilingual country 

with two predominant ethnic identities has served to divide the nation into two broadly- 

defmed linguistic regions: Francophone and Anglophone (not to mention the irnplied 

Other category, coliected under the umbrella term. "ethnic minority") . But the ciich6 of 

the Canadian mosaic indicates that multiple ethnic identities cornplicate regional 

divisions. Since regionalist writing is not ümited to just the physical geography of a 

locale. but also includes its communities and their histories, race and ethnidty can be 

intertwined witb, or divide, a particular regional identity. For exampIe, the work of Rudy 

Wiebe is strongly influenced by the Canadian prairie region, but also by the Cree, Métis. 

and Mernonite peoples who inhabit îhat place. 
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The complex and intertwining forces of regionai and etbnic identity in Canada 

have prompted Kroetsch to announce that Canada is a 'postmodem nation": 

Where the impulse in the US is u s d y  to define oneself as American, the 

Canadian, like a work of posrmodem architecture. is aîways quoüng his many 

sources. Our sense of region resistr our national sense . . . .We maintain ethnic 

customs long after they've disappeared in the country of origin . . . .It may be that 

we survive by being skilful shapechangers. (Kroetsch 27-28) 

It is this notion of shapechanging that sewis particularly interesthg in iight of an 

apparent lack of national narrative such as Kroetsch observes in the United States. If we 

are such skilful shapechangers, how do we constnict our shapes, and what regional and 

ethnic identities do we use to define ourselves? In their introduction to conference papers 

delivered on the subject of Canadian identity, Jean- Michel Lacroix and Coral Ann 

Howells state that, 'National identity. like individual identity, is a projection for the eyes 

of others, and to look behind that projection is to discover a fat more complex interplay 

of forcesn (243). One might argue that regional (and even ethnic) identities are similar 

projections that sbape, and are shaped by, the literatures we refer to as regionalist; and 

hcreasingly, "critics are viewing region and regionaihm as constructs rather than as 

natuml formations and recognizlng the processes of negotiation, contestation and confiict 

in fomilng their definition" (Riegel et al. x). 

This thesis will extend these discussions of regionaiism by focussing on the ways 

in which ancestral heritage fiinctiom as a source of cultural identity within a regional 

context The pmcess of negotiating individuai identity in a 'postmodem" nation su& as 
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Canada involves the acconu~~odation of both regional and ancestral, or etlmic, af£iliations. 

And the role of stoay. or mythology, is crucial to the shaping of such identity. Old World 

ancestral myths, recondled with more recent regional experiences, shape. and are sbaped 

by, New World identities. 

One prominent instance of Old World hedtage infîuencing New World identity 

cm be found in the Canadian fascination with the myth of the Scottish Highlander. Out 

of Canada's Scottish diaspora have emerged writers exploring the 'signiRcance of 

ancestral islands long leR and never seen' (The Lost Salt 170). Clara Thomas has 

observed this r e c h g  preoccupation with Scottish ancestry in Canadhn fiction, stating 

that 'there is no other soda1 mythology so pervasive in o u  iiterature as that of the Scotsn 

(Nicholson, Critical A~oroaches 8). And CMstopher Gittings identifies the Highland 

Clearances as a 'dynarnic and intersecting moment for both Scottish and Canadian 

literatures" ("Soundsn 94). This interest in Scots hedtage. and specifically Highland 

heritage. is not lirnited to any one regional Merature in Canada, springing out of localities 

ftom one Coast to the other. The 'signitlcance of ancestral islands" is twe fold in the 

case of Canadian regionalist literature that mythologises ScoMsh heritage: the mernories 

of the ancestral islands of Scotland are supplemented by the infiuences of more recent. 

metaphorical islands in the fonn of Canadian regions. The "many sourcesn that Kroetsdi 

suggests Canadians inherit are like so many islaads separated by regional dispvity and 

ethnic diversity. 

Two Cmdian authors concemed with the complex interplay of region and 

ancestral hecitage upon individual identity are Marpret Laurence and GUstair MacLeod. 
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The legacy of the Scotüsh Highlands R p s  prominently in each of theh flctlonai worlds, 

and they are each of Scottish descent themselves. Laurence, boni and nised in Neepawa, 

Manitoba. explores her Scots heritage in fiction set prlmarily in Western Canada. 

MacLeod, bom in Saskatchewan, but effectively raised in Inverness, Nova Scotia. 

explores bis Hlgbland Scots heritage in fiction set in the Atlantic Provinces. For each of 

these authors. the role of story in shaping individual identity is paramount. and they each 

draw heavily upon regionai and ancestral Scottish mythologies when creating their own 

narratives. Their similar tendencies to explore a common heritage in speciflc regional 

settings have, however, resdted in very different criticai approaches to their works. 

Critical treatments of Laurence's Canadian works are many in number and diverse 

in perspective. George Woodcock has argued that the 'human elements" in her fiction 

have elevated Laurence to the prestige of a 'Canadian equivalent to Tolstoy" (Human 

Elements 134). Clara Thomas, Colin Nicholson, John Thieme, and Angelika Maeser 

Lemiew have ail explored the importance of Scottish culturai heritage and myth in her 

works. Clara Thomas, Laurence Ricou, and Robert Kroetsch have examined the 

regionaiist elements of her texts. Neîi ten Kortenaar and Guniila Florby take their 

intefpretations of Laurence beyond the region, arguing that The Divinen may be read as a 

national aiiegory, and Frank Davey takes his reading one step M e r ,  suggesting nie 

Diviners is a pst-national text. Laurence's canonid status as a nationai writer has 

tended to eciipse regionaiist readings of her work. however, and much of the Uterature 

dealing with her regionaliat aspects is dated and under-uieorized. 
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Cdtical treatments of MacLeod's short stories Uivariably discuss both the aspects 

ofregionalis~n and of tbe Highland ûadition that pemeate his work. For example, Janice 

Kulyk Keefer remarks that 'if MacLeod 's fiction is 'universai' in its seope and focus, it 

achieves this distinction by its passionate cornmitment to a region that is not so much 

geographical as imaginative and racial-eve@g that is conjured up by the term Gaelic" 

(Antigonish Review 113). Colin Nicholson describes MacLeod's stories as 'narratives of 

loss [that] might well encode a displacement of the prima1 wounding which clan 

chieftains inflicted on their own kinsmen for the sake of personal enrichment" ('Regions 

of Memoryn 13 1). Furdiermore, 'as textual geography, their Cape Breton setting 

becornes inseparable fiom, because identifkd through, Scottish experience" (1 3 1). 

Few criücs, aside fiom Christopher Gittlngs. have made a connection between 

these two authors at all. Gittings, in an essay that draws parallels between Canadian and 

Scottish literahnes as postcolonial spaces, argues: 

Translation . . . is a creative process that the writers and narrators of Canadian and 

Scottish fiction engage in to cross the boundaries of time and colonial history and 

thereby translate p s t  events and personages into a present decolonizing context . . 
for example, carrying fomard narrative structures from the pst, such as the tales 

of clearance in . . . MacLeod's short fiction and Laurence's The Diviners. 

(Gittings, "Canada and Scotland" 153) 

Gittings's exploration of the connedion between Laurence and MacLeod is cursory. 

however, and there is m m  for a discussion of the regional identities represented In their 
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works. And their respective uses of Highland Scots mythology in defiaiag regional 

boundaries is crucial to that discussion. 

The significance of Scottish heritage to each of these authors is evident in both 

fictional and peisond ways. Margaret Laurence was clearly preaccupied with the motif 

of Scottish ancestry. Without exception, the pmtagonists of her Canadian works are of 

Highland descent. and Highland Scots heritage is a subject dear to the heart of the author 

herself. Though the sum of her genealogicai SconWi inheritance is found in her patemal 

grandfather. Robert Wemyss, who died when she was young, Laurence always identified 

sbongiy with her Scottish ancestry. Furthemore. she confesses. "No one could ever tell 

me whether my farnily had been Lowlanders or Hlgldanders. because no one in the prairie 

town where 1 grew up seemed very certain exactiy where that important dividing line 

came on the map of Scotland. 1 decided therefore, that my people had corne h m  the 

Highlands. In fact. they had not, but Highlanders seemed more interesthg and more 

noble to me in every way" (Heart 159). Colin Nicholson also remarks on the tendency of 

the popular mind to associate Scottish nationdity specifically with the Highland tradition: 

"Given the ethnic and geographic composition of Scotland. it is quite extraordinary that a 

Scottish identity is more often than not invoked in terms of Highluid ways and Highland 

values" (Verduyn 16364). The treatment of Laurence in this thesis concentrates on these 

themes as they are fictionaiised in hei final work, The Diviners, which mythologises the 

Western experiences of the Métis as weN as that of the Scottish Sutherlanders exileci 

during the Highland Clearances. 
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UnNe Laurence, Macteod od isctually of Highland descent as are most of his 

protagoaiss. MacLeod diScusses this heritage in an interview with C o h  Nicholson: 

When people h m  Scotland went over [to Canada], they went to a large extent In 

family groups h m  individual Islands. like Eigg, and intermarried. and carried 

with them the whoie body of whatever it is that people carry with them-folklore, 

emotional weight . . . .if you look at my ancestry and my wife's ancestry, therets 

no one who is not fkom the Highlaads and Islands of Scotland . . . .In 1985, this is 

stiil who we are. And tbat is why there is this felt aflhity on the part of those who 

emigrated for those who remain. ('Signatures" 92) 

This affinity for ancestral islands is a sûiking aspect of MacLeod's short stories and 

poetry, where his fictional characters continually reassert that 'this is who we are." This 

thesis incorporates all fifteen of MacLeod's collected short stories, as they stand as a 

homogeneous body of iiterature that mythologises the Scots- Canadian experience in the 

Atlantic Provinces. Chapter Two examines the use of this Scottish heritage in the texts, 

discussing how it manifests itself in themes of denation, dispossession, and romance. 

Chapters Three and Four set the theme of Highland Scots ancestry within the 

context of regional experience. Though Laurence is one of Canada's most lauded 

national writea, she may be viewed as a regional writer speabg h m  a strong prairie 

background, and her Bnal novel. The Divines addresses the regional experience of both 

the Scots and the Métis. MacLeod writes out of a strong Atiantic regional tradition, 
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where even the stories tbat are set outside of the Atlantic Provinces harken ôack to them.' 

Despite similat ethnic backgrounds. Laurence and MacLeod are clearly wriüng h m  

different regional experiences. Chapters Three and Four explore how regional identity is 

consmcted in the works of Laurence and MacLeod respectively through geography, 

history, race and ethnicity, class structures, and laquage. 

Chapter Five M e r  examines how Laurence and MacLeod construct regional 

identity by cornparhg their respective regionai visions in relation to nationai identity. 

Though regionalism is frequently (and automatically) cast as a discourse that resists 

nationalist ideology, it is important to examine how the nation is constnicted in these 

texts before making such assumptions. A cornparison of how the regional identities 

constnicted by Laurence and MacLeod exist in relation to a lvger national identity helps 

to locate regionalism within the contwt of a Canadian search for identity. Chapter Six 

concludes the thesis by comparing the ways in which these two authors constnia the 

identities introduced in the preceding chapters. 

'The use of the terni 'Atlanticn to define the geographical boundaries of 
MacLeod's regionalist writing 1s not without its problems, as thirteen of his fifteen 
collecteci stories define these boundaries specifically around Cape Breton Island, and not 
mund the whole of the Atlantic region. This thesis frequentiy shows a preference for the 
bmader tenn (Atlantic region) rather than the narrower term (Cape Breton region). as the 
story, 'The Lost Salt Gift of Bloodn is set in Newfoundland and much of 'The Vastness 
of the Duk" is set in Springhiîî (in mainlaad Nova Scotia). suggesting that the region 
MacLeod is concemecl with i s  not cestricteci to Cape Breton oniy. It shouid be stated that 
this is not an attempt Co imply t h t  Madeod's texts consfruct an identity applicable to the 
whole region, but is done in oder not to exdude any of the regional settings of the 
stoties. 
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Chapter Two: Highland SeottlPb Identity hi Laurence and MacLeod 

In an essay discussing the phenomenon of "invented traditions" thmughout 

history. Eric Hobsbawm notes that "traditions' which appear or claim to be old are often 

quite ment in ongin and sometimes invented" (1). Furthemore, such inventions of 

tradition 'are responses to novel situations which take the fom of reference to old 

situations, or which establish their own ps t  by quasi-obiigatory repetition" (2). These 

ideas seem remarkably apt when considering New World predilections for preserving, 

and even resuscitating and embrofdering upon, traditions associated with ancestral ohgins 

in the Old World. One such tradition that has found pmhase in New World, and 

specificaLly Canadian, imaginations is the one that Clara Thomas calls 'the social 

mythology . . . of the Scotsw (Nicholson, Critical A~oroaches 8). Ian McKay has shown 

how this 'mythology" has been exploited in Nova Scotia in partida, resulting in a 

romanticised version of Scottish identity (which he coins "tartanismw) king associated 

with the enth province in recent decades. Elizabeth Wateison ChFOnicIes the marked 

influence of Lowland Scottish Merature. including Burns, Stevenson, and the Kailyard 

School of writers, on nineteenth and early twentieth-centuy Canadian Utenhve. And 

CMstopher Gittings suggests that 'the story of a tnasplanted Scottish literature is 

analogous to [an] organic conception of culturai movement," ciolng as an example the 

seeds, flower cuttings. and mots that Scotüsh settiers bmught with them to rernind them 

of home. This orguifc tradition, like the Scotthh literary tradition. 'twk root in a 

Canadian p u n d  and fhwered in a new landscape. simultaneo~sly transformiiig the new 

landscape aad being transformeci by itn (Tanada and Scotland" 140). The traasfocming 
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effect of Scottish heritage on Canadian iiteratuFe can been seen in the works of authors 

h m  various Canadian regions. including Ralph Coawr. Sara Jeanette Duncan. Hugh 

MacLennan, and Aiice M m ,  as weli as Margaret Lwtence and AUstair MacLeod. This 

chapter wiii focus on i d e n m g  the ways in which Highland Scots heritage is manif'ted 

in the work of Laurence and MacLeod, keeping in mind Hobsbawn's suggestion that 

"novel situations" (such as the lack of a definitive Canadian identity to be found in the 

wake of British imperialism) often accommodate 'reference to old situationsw (Highland 

Scots mythology) in the process of consbucting identity. 

Laurence's novel, The Diviners, is c o n c e d  with the quest for origins, including 

how those origins shape us, and how we shape them in tum to serve our own needs. The 

novel begins with an observation of an 'apparently impossible contradiction, made 

apparent and possiblew (The Diviners 11) in the illusion of the river that flows both ways. 

Laurence uses the metaphor of the 'river of now and thenw as an illustration of not simply 

the effm of the past on the present, but also of the present on the story of the past. The 

novel is written to dispel the 'popular misconception that we can't change the 

past-everyone is constantly changing their own p t ,  recalling il, revishg it. m a t  redy 

happened? A meaningiess question. But one 1 keep trying to answer, knowing there is no 

answer" (70). The protagonist who speaks is Morag Gunn. orphan. mother. writer, and 

diviner of words. Laurence's novel is the account of Morag's history and her present, a 

chronicle of her epistemological quest 'ahead into the past and back into the fiitwe. until 

the silence" (477). 
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Morag is orphaned at age five, at once deprivecl of parents, home. and ancestral 

heritage. Taken in by the town garbage collector, Christie Logan, and his wife. Prin. the 

child endures wretched circumstances in her new home. Smunded by squalor and 

poverty, Morag is socialiy stigmatized by her association with CMstie and Prin. As a 

child, Morag is alienated h m  the tom in which she lives, dispossessed of f d y  and 

home, and in need of a mythic identity that will locate her within a community and r e m  

to her an ancesmi history of hemes. Laurence builds for Morag a mythicd ps t  out of the 

Scottish Highland tradition. a heritage that she has incorporated into each of her Canadian 

novels to varying degrees and effects. The pmcess of the re- invention of history within 

the novel is carriecl out through Christie Logan's conjuration of Highland Scots ancestors 

for his adopted daughter. 

CMstie fûnctions as an unorthodox bardic figure in the novel. one whose own 

Scottish heritage functions for him as a bulwark against the scom and derision of the 

town. When faced with the contempt of his community, he rants, "Was 1 not born a 

Highlander, in Easter Ross, one of the North Logans? An ancient clan, an ancient people. 

1s our motto not a fine, proud set of words. then? This 1s the Vdow of My Ancestocs." 

(The Diviners 5 8  7). Christie emigrated h m  Scotland to Nova Scotia as a young boy. 

travelling West to Manitoba after his mother's death. Now. as the town garbage coilector, 

a scavenger. he is despised and shunned by his community. In spells of depression and 

anger, CMstie reaches back to his Scottish ancestry for assurance that the gulf between 

himseif and the respectable Scots of the t o m  was once not so very wide. The pride and 

valout he wociates with his genealogical ancestors serves to combat the shme and 



poverty of his present circuastances. Christie harks back to a social order (the Highland 

clan system) that was not founded on the kind of class structures he is now a part of in 

Manawaka, but instead on a sense of c o d t y  and clan loyaity. 

Morag, iistening to Christie m t ,  simultaneously feels the desire to share 

CMstie's glorious ancestral pst, and to possess one of her own that separates herself, 

and her lost family, h m  Christie and Prin. The orphaned child needs a sense of history 

and belonging not only to combat the scom of the community, but to retrieve a feehg of 

family and clanship. Morag feels doubly bereft of ancestors, deprived of immediate 

family and of the symbols of ancestry that Christie has: 'On a deeper level Morag feels 

as if. through the loss of her physical parents, she has ken  deprived of her pastn 

(Woodcock, A Place To Stand 243). The ancient taiismans of clan motto, war cxy, and 

crest serve to protect against ethnic non-identity in the New World. Neil ten Kortenaar 

argues that in The Diviners, "white blood is imagineci üke water: it can dilute [as in the 

case of Pique] but it cannot alter the fundamental nature of the stain. It is precisely this 

kind of aqueous whiteness that Morag tries to avoid by being Scottishn (18). When 

Morag look for the symbols assodated with her own name, Gunn, in Christie's book, 

The Clans and Tartans of Scotland, she flnds that 'the chieftainship of the Clan Gunn is 

undetermined at the present tirne, and no amis have been matriculatedn (The Diviners 

58). Sensing Morag's need to overcome her "aqueous whiteness," Christie pruduces a 

series of stories for Morag about a mythic ancestor, Piper Gunn, to combat the terrible 

barremess of Morag's orphan identity. 
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The k t  Memorybank Movie of Piper GUM is appropriately titled, ChWe Wtb 

Spiri& Christie has been drinking "reâ biddy" before he regales Morag with tales of her 

ancestors. the fictional spirits of Piper Gunn and his "wornan." Morag. This is not the 

first thne that Morag, the child. has hevd these tales, though. The stories of Piper Gunn 

have achieved the same mythic piesence in her mind as those dexribed by the narrator of 

MacLeod's short story "Vision": "1 don' t remember when 1 first bard the story but 1 

remember the first t h e  1 h e d  it and remembered itw (As Binls 128). Christie's m y h  

incorporate two of the most horrific instances in Highland Scots history: the breaking of 

the clans' resistence to the Engiish at Culioden; and the Highland Clearances. the evicüon 

of the crofiers from their homes to make way for more lucrative sheep. The 

dispossession of the aoflers echoes the dispossession Morag experienced at the death of 

her parents. (Dispossession is a theme reiterated later in the novel when Morag moves 

fiom one dty to another searching for a 'settlhg place.") The language CMstie uses to 

relate these events is resonant with sorrow, and Flora Alexander identifies the use of 

parataxis and repetition in these taies to "aeate an impression of oral poetry" (84): 

It was in the old days, a long tirne ago. after the clans was broken and scattemi at 

the battle on the mwrs, and the dead men throm into the long graves there, and 

no heather ever grew on those places, never again. for it was duk places they had 

become, and places of mouniiiig. Then. in those days. a darkness feil over dl the 

lands and the mftî of Sutherland. (The Diviners 58) 

Alexander fin& fiirther connections between the fom of Christie's taies and forms of 

traditional Celtic storytekg, observing that 'the discourse of Piper's anger when he 
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challenges his people to action has the alliterative energy of a medieval Scoairh flyüngw 

and "there is a grotesque element in his b a t  to tbem that if they do not move, the 

duchess WU 'have chessmen carved h m  your white bones . . . and play her games with 

you in death as she has in your We', which has the inventive exuberance of early Celtic 

MeratureSn (85). 

Christie imbues Morag with a sense of inherited sorrow. an andent sense of 

betrayal and loss brought with the Scots who were 'driven away h m  the lands of their 

fathers* to find a new home in the New World. The pa te r  the suffering they e n d d .  

the more heroic they becorne in her eyes. Accordingly, Alexander notes that h m  al1 the 

possible representations of the Highiander, "Lamnce chooses a strong, positive 

conception of the Highlander, which is romanticaiiy appeaiing to an outsider seeking for a 

lost racial identity" (85). This romantic and heroic ideal is evident in the story of how the 

Sutherlanders, cast out of their homes to starve on the rocky shores of the Highlands. 

foilow Piper Gunn onto a ship that is bound for the New World. The ship lands in the 

wrong place in Canada, and the Sutherlanders, cast ashore, endure incredble hardship 

during their f i t  winter in the new land. a land "dreadfiil with ail manner of beasts and 

ice and rocks hvsher then them [they] lett" (The Diviners 95). In the spring, Piper Gunn 

persuades the settlers to foilow him on a journey, on foot 'maybe a tbousand d e s  or W. 

thenn uid then by boat to Red River, "and there they stayed"(95-96). The hanlships of 

the settlers do not end hem. Christie then describes the trials the Sutherlanders had to 

face as they settled on the prairie: 'Locusts. Hailstomis. Floods. BUzzaids. hdians. 

Halfbreeds. Hot as the pit of hell in swnmer, and the mosguitoes as big as spamws. 
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Winters so cold it wouid freeze the breath in ywr thmat and hun your blood to red icew 

(96- 7). But the Highlanders constructed by Christie were used to surviving adversity, and 

the text represents the stem nature of the Scots- Presbyterian immigrants as enabhg hem 

to face the worst of hardships with stoicism and tame the land in spite of it all. Laurence 

goes so far as to suggest that 'they survived not in spite of the physical hardships but 

because of hem, for ai l  their attention and thought had to be focusecl outward. They 

could not brood. If they had been able to do so, it might have killed themm (Heart 162). 

The remahder of the taies of Piper Gunn tell about the settiers' encounters with 

another cüspossessed people in the new world: the M6tis. The Métis community in the 

town of Manawaka, emblemised by the Tonnerres who reappear in all five of Lamence's 

Manawaka works, are one of the few social gmups more despised than ihe scavenger and 

his funily. The text juxtaposes the dispossession of the Highland Scots with the 

dispossession of the MMs h m  their own land, suggesting commonalities between the 

two communities. Each group has suffered at the hands of the English, and althougb 

insurmouniable ciifferences divide them, similvities in their histories serve to unite them 

in ways not immediately obvious. Lazanis Tonnerre gives to his diildren stories of their 

heroic ancestor, Rider Tonnerre, as Christie has given to Morag the stories of her 

ancestor. Lamus's stories of the North- West RebeUion serve to restore some dignity to a 

people deprived of land. language, and lifestyie. 

Christie's retelling of the North-West Rebellion of Lwis Riel and the Métis is a 

cataiyst for Morag's growing awareness of the subjectivity of history. The versions of the 

RebeWon that Christie tek Morag present events very diffemntiy h m  the versions 
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Morag hem h m  Jules  TOM^^, lad again differenty h m  the textbook version she 

hem in schwl. Morag begins to see at an early age that history is not only what p u  

make it, but how you see it. Experience is remembered and retold to fit the values and 

needs of different interes ts. 

The union of the Scots Highiand tradition and the Métis tradition is personiflecl in 

the character of Pique. child of Morag md Jules. Pique's dual Mieritance causes her 

difficulties that neither Jules nor Morag has ever had to consider. Which is she, Métis or 

Scottish? Morag has given her the tales of Piper Gunn and Rider Tonnerre, dong with 

the next generation of myths. tales of Christie and Lazarus. It is lefl to Pique, though. to 

determine how she must reconciie these two ancestral traditions. The final symboiic 

bond between Scots and Métis is the exchange of symbolic ancestral talismans between 

Morag and Jules near the end of the novel. The reappearance of the plaid pin and the 

hunüng M e  fiom The Stone Aq@ seems improbable and yet Morag says, "Everything 

is improbable. Nothing is more improbable than anything elsen (The Divine@ 457). 

Morag r e m s  to Jules the hunting knife of his father, and Jules gives to Morag a plaid 

pin. the symbol of a heritage that Morag has ben  searching for her whole Me. It is not a 

Clan Gunn pin, and as Morag searches for its identity in The Clans and Tartans of 

Scotland, she rernembers that 'Clan Gunn, according to this book . . . did not have a crest 

or coat-ocamis. But adoption, as who should know better than Morag. is possiblew (The 

Diviners 458). The üade between Morag and Jules restores to each of hem a part of their 

heritage. suggesting that Scots and Métis do have something to offer each other in the 

New World. 
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Christie's tales of Piper Gumi furthemore have pmvided a unique charactet for 

Morag to identw herseIf with: Piper Gunn's womui. Morag. She is  describeci in rnythic 

t e m  that distinguish her femininity from Piper Gunn's maxullnity, but do not 

subordinate the mie of the pioneer woman to the pioneer male: 'a strapping strong 

woman she was, with the courage of a fdcon and the beauty of a deer and the warmth of a 

home and the faith of saints" (60) and "the wisdom and the good eye and . . . the 

determination of quietnessn (96). When hardships in the New World press down upon 

Piper Gunn and the Sutherlanders, she is a confident and reassuting voice. encouraging 

and demanding survival. The values of Piper Gunn's woman are the values that allow 

Morag to endure her dispossession and alienation as orphan and foster- daughter of the 

scavenger. Out of the tales of Piper Gunn's woman. incorporating the mytbs of the 

chariot of Cuchuiain. Morag begins her own pmess of storytebg. 'writing in her 

scribbler . . . it is full of a long story about how Piper Gunn's woman, once the child was 

hm, at the Red River, went out into the forest and built a chariot for them ali, for Piper 

Gunn and herseif and their girlchild, so they could easily move around in that country 

theren (97). 

In addition to the character of Piper Gunn's woman, Morag rewrites the chiuacter 

of another figure fiom Highland Scots history, Cluny Macpherson. Macpherson, "the 

Highland chief who was forced to take refuge in Badenoch for nine years after Culloden* 

is transformed into Morag's character, Clowny MacPherson, one of Piper Gunn's men 

(Alexander 88). This character bears a striking resemblance to Christie Logan: "His 

name was Clowny MacPherson. because people always laughed at him on account of he 
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always looked siily" (98). Unhappy with a father- figure that does not fit het present 

needs, Morag is already using story to shape Christie into a mythid figure. Morag 

seems to see, unconsciously at this early age. that wbat rnatters is not so much the 

a c m c y  of the stories of her ancestors, but the actual act of telling them. of reinventing 

the past to serve the present. 

Significantly, Morag's fourth novel discussed within the text, Shadow of Eden, is 

a fictional reworking of the taie of Piper GUM. Morag says, "Odd-the tales Christie used 

to teil of Piper Gunn and the Sutherlanders. and now this book deals with the same period 

. . . . The man who lead them on that mach. and on the trip by water to Red River, was 

young Archie MacDonald, but in my mind, the piper who played them on wili always be 

that gant of a man, Piper Gunn, who probably never Lived in so calleci real Me but who 

Uves forever* me Diviners 443). Morag-the addi retelis the stories that were given to 

Morag-thechild, reworking history to fit the needs of the present. 

The final giR of Highland Scots heritage that CMstie gives to Morag is a ghpse 

of the Gaelic oral tradition in the poems of Ossian. CMstie nurtures the traditional 

animosity of the Scottish Highlamler toward England, and when he finds Morag studyhg 

Wordsworth, he reacts strongiy against the English poet. Clara Thomas reaâs this 

passage as a rejection of the Engiish canonical tradition, pointhg out tbat Wordsworth's 

'Daf'fodils" is 'a poem which has become a cliché for British educational imperialism. 

especially as practised on chilâren of the riopics who never saw a daffodil" (Verduyn 

143). In his painstaking sautiny of nie Diviners, however, W. J. Keith has found 

Thomas's reading to be invalid, suggesting that there is nothing in these Unes k t  even 
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hints at an English imperialist tradition (116). Guallk Florby's postcolonial reading of 

the novel supports Thomas's interpretation. suggesting that 'Keith is obviously not aware 

of the degree to which 'The Daffodilsn bas h o m e  a buzz word in post-colonial criticai 

discourse" (2 10). It is certainly cleu, however, that Christie is rejecting a canonid 

Engiish text, and the English identity behind it. by introducing Morag to the Ossianic 

poems of James Macpherson: 

'in the days long, long ago." CMstie says s t e m  "he Uved, this man. and was the 

greatest song- maker of them all, and al i  this was set d o m  years later, pieced 

together from what old men and old women remembered, see, them Uving on far 

crofts hither and yon. and they sang and recited these poems as they had been 

buided d o m  over the generations." (The Mviners 73) 

Christie then goes on to recount how James Macpherson was accused, by the English. 

(Dr. Johnson in particular) of perpetrating the greatest fiaud in the history of British 

Uterature by passing off his own p t r y  as the collected taies of Ossian? Christie 

responds to Dr. Johnson's challenge to the authenticity of the poems with a cuit 

dismissal: "The English were b l d y  liars then as aow" (73). Christie and Morag look at 

the words of the poem in the 'original* Gaelic, but Christie cannot read them, and he 

moms bis inabiiity to recover the language of his ancestors. The inclusion of the 

Ossianic tradition in Morag's education serves to acquaint Mong with the vaiue of an 

'Whether MacPheson merely Uberally supplemented a few authentic Gaeiic tales 
with his own work or fhbdcated the entire coIIecüon of Cksianic poems continues to be a 
matter of debate today, though the latter seems likely. See Gaskill for essays on this 
point. 
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oral literary tradition that counterbaiances the written one she encounters in schwl. As 

well, Christie priviieges the Gaelic contribution to fiterature over the Engiish contribution 

of Worâsworth and others. The Highland Scots iiterary heritage is vaiidated despite the 

fact that it will never achieve the canonical staais of Wordsworth. Paraliels may be 

dnwa between the songmaker Ossian and the oral tradition of songs cornposed by Jules 

and Pique. The Métis artistic tradition, iike the Highland Scots, is marginûlised in favour 

of the Engiish canon. Lamence's inclusion of the poems of Ossian and the songs of Jules 

and Pique is an attempt to incorporate many different diviners into her novel. 

A second effect of the inclusion of the Ossianic poems in the novel is to question 

traditional attempts to canonize the authentic and neglect the inauthentic. Laurence 

certainly knew that James Macpherson stands convicted of the greatest literary fraud in 

British history, but a fixation on authenticity in literahire may be seen as panllel to the 

attempt to achieve accuracy in history. If history is constantly rewritten CO serve the needs 

of the present, 'authentic" Merahire may be sirnilady manipdated to serve the needs of 

the present. The fiaudulent nature of the Ossianic poems of James MacPherson is les 

important to Christie and Morag than the role the poems play in the present No matter 

who wrote them. they repiesent a literary tradition that counterbalances the imposition of 

the Utenry tradition of a conquering presence, in this case, England. And these poems 

represent the romantidsation of a distant (tempody and geographically) past with which 

Morag and Christie want to associate themselves. Again, the vaiue such litenhire to 

Morag is in the t ehg ,  nther than the historiai accuracy of the tale. 
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The culmination of the therne of Scottish heritage in the novel occurs when Morag 

travels to Scotland. the mythical land of her ancestors. While Morag is lMng in England, 

Christie has written to ask when she will go to visit Sutheriand. Morag goes to Scotland 

to visit her lover, Dan McRaith, and says to herseif. "If I'm ever to get to Sutherland. it 

had best be with hirnw m e  Diviners 408). McRaith is a painter who divides his time 

between London and his Scottish home by the sea. He aiiows Morag to see his painting. 

The Dis~mssessed, which visually caphires the pain of the Highland Clearances in an echo 

of CMstie's tales: "A grotesquerie of a woman, ragged plaici- shawled, eyes only 

unbeiieving empty sockeb, mouth open in a soundless cry that might never end. and in 

the background, a bming crofi" (The Diviners 402). And yet Morag does not find her 

trip to Scotland to be the homecorning that she has expected: 

McRaith points acms the tirth. to the north. 

"Away over there is Sutherland. Morag Dhu. where your people came 

from. When do you want to drive there?" 

Morag considers. 

thought 1 wodd have to go. but 1 guess 1 don't, after all." 

"Why wouid that be?" 

'1 don't know that 1 can explah. It has to do with Christie. The myths are 

my redty. Something iike that. And also. 1 don? need to go there because 1 

know now what it was 1 had to leam hete." 

"What is that?" 
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'Tt's a deep land hem ali  right," Morag says. "But it's not mine, except a 

long long way back. 1 always thought it was the land of my ancestors. but it is 

not." 

"What is then?" 

"CMstie's real country. Where 1 was boni." (415) 

This passage shows Morag's transiti~n h m  searching for a lost Scottish heritage. to a 

recognition of her 'real counhy" as the place where she was hm. The implication is not 

that Morag has been mistaken a i i  of these years about the land of her ancestors, but that 

the search was part of a process of coming to ternis with history and identity, where she 

mut look fat back into the past to understand her present condition. Morag is now able 

to realize that Christie has become an ancestor through adoption, in time for her to r e t m  

to Canada before he dies. Her Scottish heritage is not d i s d e d  in favour of a new way 

of being, though. Morag has a piper play the traditionai Scots lament for the dead over 

Christie's grave, "pacing the hillside as he plays. And Morag sees, with the strength of 

conviction, that this is Christie's tme b u r i l  (The Diviners 428). 

In her 1966 essay, "Road From the Ides," Laurence explores in nonfiction her 

own personal "pilgrimage to the land of the ancestors" (Heart 158), a precursor to 

Morag's exploration of the same jomey in The Diviners. The title of the essay itseIf, 

"Road From the Ides," is an indication of the direction of Laurence's interest, h m  

Scotland to Canada, h m  the past to the present. Laurence sees Scotland in ternis of its 

comection to the Canadian prairie, the region of her b w i .  The Scottish place names she 

sees am, in her rnind. prairie names: "Sutherland. Bannenuan. Ross, Selkirk, 
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Kiidonan-to me, these are the names of Manitoba towm and the names of Winnipeg's 

sûeets. Weirdly, encountering them in Scotiand, they seemed unreal there, or else 

derived, because io me they are Canadian names" (Heart 171). The land she sees in 

Scotland reminds her of home: "The Highlands of Scotland struck a diord in me because 

they remindeci me of Clear Lake in Manitoba" (Heart 171). In the essay she describes a 

perception of history, m i m d  in Morag's search for her Scotthh heritage, a history "that 

has the most power over us in unsuspected ways, the names or m e s  or trees that can 

recall a thousand images. and diis almost-fady history an only be related to one's k t  

homew (Heart 172). For Laurence, the search for ancient and mythic mots is a necessary 

process of recognizing the very mi. regional mots we have in our own world, within the 

scope of our own personal histories. 

The inclusion of Highland Scots heritage in the short stories of Mstair MacLeod 

takes a very different form h m  the inclusion of the same heritage in The Diviners. Most 

of the faeen short stories that MacLeod has published include Highland Scots heritage in 

some form or another, though he uses it with varying degrees of importance in the text. 

Whereas Laurence uses the Highland Scots tradition to explore themes of &possession 

and the intemlated nature of pst with present, MacLeod tends to use the same heritage 

in his stories to develop characters and settings. The presence of a co~ection to the 

Higlands of Scotland is often impiied within the text, represented as a fact of life in 

Cape Breton and appearing as mtunl and visible as the constant presence of the sea. 

And whereas Laurence explores Highland Scots heritage in concert with an exploration of 

Métis heritage, the ovemubelming rmjority of MacLeod's chancters, and the 
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communities in which they Uve. are of Highland descent. The Highland Scots identity 

that distinguishes Morag fiom what Neil ten Kortenaiu refers to as "aqueous whiteness" 

(20). or undistinguished identity, is the dominant (and assumed) identity in the stories of 

MacLeod. Lawence's inclusion of Highland Scots heritage is consistent with themes of 

rewriting history to sewe the present, and with the postcolonial search for roots in 

ancestral lands, only to later reestablish them in the postcolonial nation. MacLeod's uses 

of this sarne heritage appear to be somewhat different. The presence of Highiand heritage 

in the stories of MadRod is as elusive as it is pervasive. and in contrast to the clearer 

deheation of Laurence's theme. his texts rely on suggested aad irnpîied heritage that is 

only articulateci on occasion. Within each of these stories, MadRod's inclusion of 

Highland Scots heritage serves to create an awareness of the significance of ancestral 

values and rituals. History is ever present in the lives of his charaders. including 

traditions that have developed in the past hundreds of years since the settlement of the 

New World. as well as even older traditions that were brought with settlers from the 

Highlands and Islands of Scotland. The fvnlliar and practised occupations of minhig, 

fishing, and farming dominate the world of MacLeod's stories, even when the seams of 

coal are exhausted and the mines are closing, and when the Bsh no longer teem off the 

shores of the islands . On an old fann in 'The Road to Rankin 's Point, " a story about a 

yomg man who r e m s  to his grandrnother and his Cape Breton home aftet he l e m  he 

is dying, the andent breeds of animals süîi kept by the grandmother wander half-wild 

where they will, unshom, unmilked. and unworked. The graduai passing of an andent 

and traditional way of life is a consistent thread thughout the stories of MacLRod. 



Coün Nicholson, observing the pwer that the past holds over MacLeod's chaneten, 

describes his fiction as one that 'encodes a deeply historicised discourse" ("Footprints" 

148). Part of tbis history is the Highland Scots heritage that has infomied the way of Ufe 

on MacLeod's islands. a heritage that is perceptibie in the beiiefs. the language. the 

names, the music. and even the very breeds of animals of the inhabitants of the islands. 

Evidence of the presence of supematural beliefs traditionally associated with the 

Highlands runs throughout MacLeod's stories. Foms of what is referred to as 'Celtic 

second sight" in The Diviners6 are perceptible in many of MacLeod's characters. In the 

title story of As Birds Brinn Forth the Sun, MacLeod explores the impact of myth and 

superstition on a modem mind shaped by reason and logic. Nicholson cites the Highland 

legend of the Grey Dog of Meoble as the source for the myth of the d mdrglas a ' bhas, 

the grey dog of death (Nicholson, "Regions" 13% 34). Thus traditional "othenvorldly" 

Highland beliefs make their way through story to a modem day hospitai m m  where six 

sons surround the bed of their dying father and struggle with their dread of the saund of 

"the scrabble of the paws and the scratchhg at the door" (As Birds 127). These men are 

conscious that their fear might be derided by others as superstition: 'We are aware that 

some beliefs are what others would dismiss as 'garbage.' We are aware that there are 

men who believe the evth is flat and that the birds bring focth the sun" (As Bir& 126- 7). 

And yet. the fear of these men is a palpable presence in the m m ,  and the narrator says, 

'Morag attributes Royîand's ability to perceive her inner turmoil despdte ber 
outward composun as 'Celtic second sight" but he replies, 'You're the Celt. not me" 
(308). Morag ;rlso refen to her darkness of miod, a sense of inherfted samm, as 'the 
Bla& Celt" (246). 
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'You cannot not know what you do known (126). MacLeod's use of the word 'knoww 

rather than the word 'beiieve" coiifers a sense of reality ta the story of the CU mdrglas a ' 

bhi)fs. To those outside a spedfic e W c  identity, this dog may repment a tradition of 

foikiore and superstition easiiy disrnissed. but to those who have inherited the Highland 

identity, she represents a kind of privlleged access to knowledge that is not always 

welcome but cannot be avoided any more than can genetic inheritance. 

MacLeod's characters often Uve their daily lives with an awareness of death, and 

of things tha t seem to be inexpiicable by modem standards. In "Island, " a sto y about the 

MacPhedran family and the island they have inhabiteci in isolation for generations, the 

lover of Agnes MacPhedran possesses ghost- iike quaiities, coming to be with her on a 

ni@ very neu his death, and then retuming with eerie siîniiarlty in the figure of her 

grandson to spirit her away. The b h d  grandmother in the story, "Vision." a story of 

interlockhg stories about how sight and bhdness relate to appearance and reality, 

appears after her death on the kaches at Normandy to slve her grandson h m  deatb but 

not from his own blindness. In "The Road to Raakin's Point." the gmdmother hem the 

death beii ringing in her e u  as her husband is dying in the snow, much as the narrator 

hem the same bel1 ringing as she is dyhg in the same spot seventy yem later. In 

'Vision," yowig boys joking about the second sight are cautioned 'not to laugh at such 

thingsn by their mother, who then Uivokes Sir Walter Scott as an authoritative voice that 

lends veradty to "such things" (As Bir& 134). The invocation of Scott, one of the 

p t e s t  muiufacturers of the Highluid mytique, edioes Christie's invocation of that 

other great mai i u f "~  of Highîand myths, James MacPherson. The romantic and yet 
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bleak and morbid Muences of traditionai Highiaud Scots mystique is very much 

cultivated and presewed in MacLeod's modem day Cape Breton. 

The language of MacLeod's fiction is aiso a source of connection to a Highland 

Scots ance~try~ Gaelic words. phrases. and songs punctuate his stories, and the charaders 

frequently communicate in Gaelic. The reader enters into a world where Gaeilc was once 

the predominant language. and is süii a distinctive feature of regional music, though 

infrequentiy used in public. in the home. or in the classmm. Gaelic serves to connect 

MacLeod's characters with each other and to separate them fiom others. as it does for the 

boys enlisting for war in 'Vision*: "And then, perhaps because they were fa  h m  home 

and more lonely and fiightened than they cared to admit, they began to talk in Gaeiicw (- 

Birds 156). The narrator of this story notes the difficulties for native speakers of GaeUc - 
to cornmunlcate in an increasingly English-speaking world: The story was told in 

Gaelic, and as the people say, 'It is not the same in English.' although the images are 

true" (As Birds 160). In "The Closing Down of Surnrner," a story about a p u p  of 

miners who are preparing themselves ta leave Cape Breton for the mines of South Mca, 

the narrator speaks of the increasingiy uniikely possibillty that they wilI be replaced in 

their work by successive generatiom, and reflects that 'such replacement, N e  our Gaelic, 

seems to be of the past and now largely over" [As Biîds 22). 

The connection between language and music is a close one in the regionai culture 

the text constnicts. MacLeod makes many refeiences to Gaelic songs. includfng several 

laments. and to the 'violin musicw that bas domiriated the Cape Breton music scene for 

many years. And. of course, the bagpipes speak to the descendants of the Highland Scots 
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of their pain and loss as they do to Mong at CMshieps gave in The Divineq. For 

example, the narratoc in "The Closing Down of Summer" describes the music piayed for 

his brother's fimetal: 'The bagpiper plays 'Flowers of the Forest,' as the vioUnlst eariier 

played his haunting lvnents from the bigh choir loft. The music causes the hair to bristie 

on the backs of our necks and brings out the wildness of our grief and dredges the depths 

of our dense dark somwn (As Birds 14). MacLeod defines the music of the descendants 

of Highland Scots as imbued with personal meaning. Reflecting on the impressive 

display of Zdu music and dance he has witnessed in Africa, the narraior remarks that 

"though 1 think that 1 have caught glimpses of their joy, despair or disdain. it seems that 

in the end they must mlMy dance for themselves" (As Birds 20). Though he hopes that 

through his crew's singing of their Gaellc songs. they might have banscended barriers of 

difference and ignorance, he suspects that "in the end it seemed we too were only singing 

to ourselves . . . singing songs in an archaic language as we too became more archaicn 

(As Birds 21). The miners' abandonment of the music of the hit parade for a retm to the 

Gaeiic songs of their youth is a refîection of their aiienation h m  the modem world, and a 

feeling of co~ection to the world of the pst, a world that is slowly slipping away h m  

them. Thus the narrator feels that he and his group share a connection with the Zulu 

dancers. isolated as they are in their music. The text suggests that both the Zuiu dancers 

and MacKinnon's crew are separated by their forms of communication (in the case of the 

miners, their hnguage. and in the case of the Zulus, theh dance) fiom the coIonizing 

influences that sumiund them. The aairator feels he shares a closer comection with the 

Zuiu dancers than he does witb his daughter, who is aSSOcIated with this colonizing 
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influence ihrough the English ducational text she brings home h m  the University. The 

miners' reversion to the language of the pwt is symptomatic of their sense of 

inarticulateness within the alien world of their fimiiies. The decline of ancestral 

traditions and values within the region intensifies the ways in which the Gaelic songs 

have become 'songs that ue for the most part local and private and capable of losing 

aimost ail their substance in translation" (As Blnls 21). The sense of community that 

exists between the minets because of their common occupation and cornmon heritage 

isolates them fiom those outside the occupation and heritage, separating hem even from 

their own children. Isolation and an inabiiity to communiate with those who do not 

share their imrnediate experience characterizes the miners of MacKinnon's crew. 

The same isolation and connection to the p s t  is the theme of the story, 'The 

Tuniag of Perfection," a story about the conflict between the old ways of the Scots who 

settled Cape Breton and the new ways of the generations that succeeded them. Like the 

MacKinnons, the protagonist, Archibald, is hailed as "the last of the old- thne authentic 

Gaelic singers." He, tw, is separated from the modem world by his isulated home on the 

mountain top and by bis unwillingness to compromise his 'authentic" music for the tastes 

of the present day (As BMs 92). The producer of the festival of Scots Around the World 

(who ironidy does not speak any Gaelic and does not care to leam) prefen the yuthful 

vigour and adaptability of Carver and his group. a band of dnmken and s c d  men who 

wiii offer nonsense songs to the world for the chance to earn a little money. A m e r  

imny becornes clear at the end of the story when Archibald speculates Chat Carver and bis 

men bear a resemblance ta the ancestral warriors of the Highluid tradition: 'He imagineci 
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it was men like they who had given, in d their recklessaess, aii they could tbink of in 

that stomy past Coing with their ciaymores and the misundentood language of their 

war cries to 'perfonn' for the Royal FamiUes of the past," just as  the men of Carver's 

p u p  travel to Hallfax to perfom for the modem Royal Family (As Birds 117). 

MadRod's use of Highluid Scots heritage reinforces the themes of aiienation and 

dispossession characteristic of regional Ilterature. Though he does not chronicle the 

events of Culloden or the Highland Clearances in the same way that Laurence does in The 

Diviners, he sows references to them in his stories. For example, the image of the miners 

lying on the beaches of the western cmst of Cape Breton has the effect of 'perhaps 

conjuring an historie memory of those other beaches, forcibly left. mund the western 

Coast of Scotland" (Nicholson, 'Footprints" 149). In 'The Tuning of Perfection," 

Archibald's ancestor is still referred to as the 'man h m  Skye" who "because of the 

violence he had le& in Scotland . . . had he wanted to be inaccessible in the new world 

and wanted to be able to see any potential enemies before they codd see him" (AsBitds 

86). The miners in 'The Closing Down of Summer" carry with them spnice tw@ 

snagged in the grilles of their *us as their "Highland anceston fashioned crude badges of 

heather or of whortleberries to accompany them on the battlefields of the world" 

BMs 11). These references to Highluid Scots heritage cail attention to the dispossession 

their ancestors sdered in Scotland, and to the construction of inherited grief MacLeod's 

modem characters SM seem to suffer in their continueci aiienation h m  their ancestral 

'home." Though he refers to the Highland wanior üadition, MacLeod's works la& the 

fictional m a t i o n  of the violent history of the Scotiish Hi@& that we Bod in 
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,QMmi. Instead the text d o m  the knowledge of a pst of suffering to be dispia.  by 

the characters in more unobbv~ive ways. Whereas Laurence moulds the history of the 

Highlands to fit a s p d c  reconstruction of history. MacLeod includes seemingly chance 

references to the same events in order to colour the present day alienation and sorrow of 

Cape Bretoners who live in the shadow of their past. 

MacLeod's inclusion of Highland Scots heritage in his fiction serves a dual 

purpose. Firstly, a clear statement is made about the indubitable impact of the pst upon 

the present. The tendrlls of deep traditional roots still touch his characters in the present. 

Loss of ancestral heritage is a theme that echoes the los  of land and iivelihood their 

ancestors suffered. Even the aiienation of Atlantic culture fkom the rest of the world is 

becoming a thing of the pst. Nicholson notes that 'periphedty and marginalisation are 

present in this writhg in an imagery of vanishing racesn ("Footprints" 149). Secondly, 

though. the question that tums over in the mind of the narrator in 'The Road to Rankin's 

Point" still stands as an unresolved issue: "What is the si@cance of uicesfral Islands 

long left and never seen?" (The Lost Salt 170). As Leon B. Litvack speculates, 'it would 

seem that the answer would dwell on the cultural breakdown and the sense of haunting" 

that is evident in these stories. He feeis that a message of hope may be found in 

MacLeod's second collection in perricular, which dows bis work to transcend mere 

'lamenting [ofJ what rnight have been had historid circumstances been differentA (9). 

He traces the progression of Madeai's treatment of the past h m  a 'pessimism 

conceming the preservation of Scotthh culture and tradition in fiiture generations* to a 

kind of reconciiiation between the tensions of the fading past and the charneleon present 
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(10). Often the charaders in his stades are compelied to balance ihese two forces, never 

forsaking one entirely for the other, but always aclmowledging the authority of each over 

their Uves. Litvack sees in MaeLeod's work that 'the alteration of the traditional ways is 

somethiag experirnental (though necessary). and only @es the Gaelic culture another 

chance to Uve on" (12). This thread of h o p  within the contexts of dispossession and 

alienation mitigates the tone of loss and death of culture in MacLeod's stories to prepare 

the way for the reader's contemplation of the significance of ancestral lslands in the 

modem lives of Atlantic Canadians. 

In cornparing the different functions of the Highland Scots motif in the fiction of 

these two authors. the ideas put forth by Hugh Trevor- Roper in an essay exposing the 

constructed nature of the Highiand mystique are usefd. Trevor-Roper asserts that "the 

whole concept of a distinct Highland culture and tradition is a retmspective invention" 

and that "before the later years of the seventeenth century, the Highlanders of Scotland 

did not fonn a distinct people. They were simply the overflow of Ireland" (1 5). Leaving 

aside a problemadc discussion about what constitutes a culture that is distinct fiom. and 

not merely the ovediow of, Ireland. it is interesting to note some of the emblerns 

traditiondy associated with ancient Highland culture which Trevor- Roper holds up for 

examination. 

The most weQ known tradition Trwor- Roper identifies as a "retrospective 

invention" is the 'supplementationw of ancient Scotüsh literatures by James MacPherson 

and Rev. John Macpherson: "between them. by two distinct ads of bold forgay, they 

created an indigenous literature for Celtic Scotland and. as a nec- support to it a new 
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history" (17). As a result. 'it took a full centuy to dear Scottish history-if it has ever 

been cleared-of the distorthg and interdependent fabrications of the two MacPhersons. 

Meanwhile. these two insolent pretenders had achieved a lasting trimph: they had put 

Scottish Highlanders on the map" (18). The 'insolence" of James Macpherson in 

offerhg the fiaudulent poems of Ossian to the world b a familiar story in literary circles. 

despite the poems' initial, and continued, remarkable popularity? As we have seen in this 

chapter. Laurence makes use of this particulas constnicted emblem of Scots identity in 

facilitahg the construction of Morag's and Christie's own sense of Scots anceshy. 

Whiie the text recognizes the accusations of the Ossianic poems as fraudulent. it is still a 

powemil syrnbol of ancestral identity, an identity that is defined against the Englîsh 

literary canon. 

Other "Uivented traditions" associated with the Scottish Highlander that are 

exposed by Trevor-Roper include the bagpipes as the hereditary musical instment (16. 

l8), the kilt as the Hlghlander's ancestral fonn of dress, and the tartan as the haditional 

method of distinguishing clan affiliations (18 31). W e  the kilt and clan tartans are 

fairly inconsequential in the text of The Diviners, these two symbols are evident when the 

Queen's Own Cameron Highianders parade ihrough Manawaka on their way to Dieppe. 

The soldiers Wear the Cameron plaid and march behind p i p  who play 'The March of 

the Cameron Men." Morag is swept up in the romance and heroism associateci with the 

image of the Highland wanior, saying, "it has a splendour in it. You could foilow that 

'For a discussion of the 'Ossianic vogue" that swept acms Empe and America 
and its Muence on the European Romantic tradition, see GPsklll and Ho&. 
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Jules Tonnerre (the colonized Métis) march into battle (for the co10nizer), wearing the 

symbols of the Scots his grandfather fought only years before. The traditional symbols of 

the dominant ethnic identity within the region are adopted by 111 for the purposes of 

unithg the region before battîe. But intemal divisions are not erased by the symbolic 

solidarity, and the text clearly displays how bizane this attire is for Jules. as he says to 

Morag, 'a Tonnerre in a kilt is some sight, 1 can tell you" (154). 

The bagpipes are, of course. very important in constructing the romantic and 

heroic identity of Piper Gunn. Trevor- Roper questions the identification of the pipes 

with the Highlands, repeatedly stressing the point that the "hereditary" musical instrument 

of the Highlander "was the harp, not the pipesw (16): Piper Gunn might not have been a 

convincing hem, capable of leading his people across an ocean, through miles of 

wildemess. and into battle with the natives if he had wielded a mere harp. In addition, we 

have seen how the pipes are used to romantidse Christie's beral. and how at the 

moment the piper begins CO play. the identities of Christie and hh fictional character 

begin to rnerge somehow in Morag's mind. and she repeats the words of the story over his 

grave: 'And Piper Gunn, he was a geat tall man, with the voice of drums and the heart of 

a child, and the gail of a thousand, and the strength of convictionn (428). 

"Trevor- Roper is certainly correct in bis assertion that the harp preceded the pipes 
as the ancestral instrument of the Scottish Highlands, and the pipes did not originate in 
Scotland, king most likely brought to Britaia by the Romans. But in di faimes, the 
Enmlooaedia Britannica suggests that evidence for a distinct üadition of piping in 
Gaeiic cuhure dates back at least five centuries, reveaiing it to be a relatively ladent 
"adopted" tradition in relation to the more recently invented traditions of kilt and dan 
taItan (206). 
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The final tangible symbol of Highland ancestry in the text is the MacDonald's 

plaid pin that Morag receives fiom Jules in exchange for the Tomerre's huntiag M e ,  

confhing that 'adoption is possible." And indeed. these wonls seem most appropriate 

to an examination of the trappings of Highland heritage included in this text. Because in 

light of Trevor- Roper 's efforts to challenge the authenticity of these ' ancient" symbols of 

Highland culture. adoption is how such traditions ever appeared at alle And it is 

significant to note that all the symbols that Trevor-Roper singles out to expose are 

included in Laurence's text: the poerns of Ossian, the kilt and the paraphemalia that 

accompanies it. individual clan tartans, and the bagpipes. If Laurence had set out to 

incorporate every 'adopted symbol" of Highland Scots ancestry into her text. she could 

scarcely have done a more thorough job of it. So it seems that the Highland Scots 

tradition as represented in The Diviners is doubly invented in that Morag adopb the 

mythologid ancesây of Piper Gunn. his woman. and Clowny MacPherson, and this 

adopted ancestry is characterizet! by symbols and traditions that have themselves ken 

borrowed or "invented." 

In contrast, MacLeod seems to avoid the mmanticised cultural icons Trevor- Roper 

singles out as "invented traditionsw and Ian McKay identifies as evidence of 'tartuiism" 

in Nova Scoüa. Though MacLeod refers to the same historical events Laurence refers to 

in her text (Culloden and the Clearances), his use of tangible symbok to represent the 

Highiand tradition ciiffers. Rather than focussing on Ossian, kilts, phid pim. iartans, and 

bagpipes, MacLeod includes references to Sir Walter Scott. heather, Cheviot sheep. 

'violin music," and ScoWsh thisties. And the sy1nbo1s McKay bas singied out as 
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evidence of rampant "tarlanlsrn" in Nova Scotia, such as the pmvincial tartan sported by a 

piper who welcomes tourists to the province, are conspicuously absent in MacLeod's 

stories. Most of his characters avoid "dancing merry Higbland flings on the grave of 

memorym for the tourist industry (McKay 47), and when MacLeod does inhmluce 

characters who cater to the trend of "tartanism" (such as Sal and C m  in 'The Tuning 

of Perfection"). he is careful to balance their attitudes with the traditionalist, "authentic" 

attitudes of those who abhor 'tartanism" (such as Archibaid in the sarne story). While he 

does mention bagpipe music in one story, MacLeod priviieges the vioiin as representative 

of the Scottish (and Cape Breton) tradition of music. For example. the MacCrirnmon 

descendants in "The Road to Rankin's Point" are "said to be given two gifts . . . the gift 

of music and the gift of foreseeing their own deaths" m i e  Lost Sait 169). The gift of 

music is expressed with the grandmother's vioh which is passed around at their family 

gathering. and it "is a very old violin and came fkom the Scotland of her ancestors, h m  

the crumbled foundations that now dot and haunt Lochaber's shoresw (The Last Salt 168 

69). la "The Return. " a story about a Montreal lawyer 's retum to his Cape Breton home 

with his family and about the confiicts t h t  arise between his present and past lives, the 

lawyer listens to recoràings of "vioh music" when his wife is out of the house. This 

music is represented as one of the few links Angus has with his ancesûy and his home in 

Cape Breton, and he cries while iistening to it. So nther than using the bagpipes as a 

symbol of a glorious ancestral tradition as Lautence does. MadRod uses another symbol 

that is süll rerniniscent of the Highland tradition, but is representative of the folk musical 

tradition, not the ceremonhl musicai tradition of the pipes. The "vioh music" MacLRod 
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refers to may be reasonably identified as the fiddle music that is closely Unked to Cape 

Breton regional culture in popuiar imagination as weii, and is symboIic of shated fok 

music traditions between the Scottish Highlands and Cape Breton. 

Similady, references to Cheviot sheep in the stories are symbols of a s h d  

agriculhval tradition between the Old World and the New. with the Cheviot sheep having 

the added significance of king the lucrative breed that replaced crofters during the 

Clearances. Trevor-Roper could have no quarrel with the authenticity of these symbols, 

though they are, again, l e s  frequently associated in popuiar tradition with a Highland 

tradition than are clan tartans and kilts. And while the text introduces the literature of Sir 

Walter Scott in support of a Scotosh legend about the second sight in 'Vision." hls 

position as a purveyor of romance and heroic tales is somewhat undermined in m i e  

Boat." where the mother had read Ivanhoe in high schwl, "and considered it a colossal 

waste of t h e w  (The h t  Salt 136). One f i a l  symbol of Highland Scots heritage worthy 

of note in MacLeod's stories is the Scottish thistle in "The Road to Rankin's Point." In 

this story, the narrator, Calum, has given his grandmother a pin decomtecl with entwined 

Scottish thistles. and watching her fasten it to her dress. Calwn remarks. '1 am stnick 

once more by the falseness of the broadi, for Scottish thistles do not twine. Perhaps at 

the t h e  of its purchase 1 was being more syrnbolic thao 1 ever thought* (The b s t  Salt 

172). The 'bma~h."~ purdiased in "the press of pre- Christmas shoppers in Torontow 

represents an inauthentic representaüon of Highland Scots heritage. much as Trevor- 

9Though the conventional spelling for a pin of this kind is 'brwchIn MacLeod has 
used 'broach" in his text and 1 have chosen to honow his spelling. 
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Ropet argues that the Mt and dan tartans are inauthentic representatives of the same. 

And MacLeod's text draws attention to the falseness of this partidar symbol, much as 

laurence's text draws attention to the fiaudulent nature of James Macpherson's Ossianic 

poerns. nie "broach" rnay be nad as a gift symboiic of the understanding of 'true" and 

"authentic" Highiand Scots heritage that Calum and his grandmother share. an 

understanding that is as exclusive as the regional identity the texts constnict. 

So whiie Laurence uses inauthentic symbok (such as Ossian) in her creation of 

ancestral heritage. her text is not concemed with separating authentic fkom inauthentic, 

instead recognizing that even hudulent or adopted symbols are very powemil in shaping 

a sense of constnicted ethnic identity. Though the plaid pin that Morag receives ai the 

end of the novel does not actually represent the clan Gunn. she is sti i i  able to adopt an 

inauthentic representation of her ancestry and still incorporate its syrnbolism into her 

identity. Neil ten Kortenaar points out that Mong's whole construction of her genealogy 

is never authenticated and her sense of her ancestry is predicated on a name and series of 

fictional ancestors. Morag acknowledges this in the text: 'Coiin Gunn. whose people 

came to this country so long ago. fiom Sutherland. during the Highland Clearances. 

maybe, and who had in them a sadness and a stem quality. Cm it ever be eradicated?" 

(18). These observations made by Morag summarize the whole issue of ancestral heritage 

in The Diviners. The mystique created by references to the 'sadness" of the Highlander 

who suffered during the Clearances, and to the 'stem quality* that is a result of 

Presbyterian and pioneer identities combined. cannot be undone by the simple word 

'maytn" that challenges the authentidty of it ail. Despite Morag's recognition that it rnay 
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can "ever be erad3catedW h m  her seme of self. The power of story in shaping identity 

overwheh the power of mere fact. and authenîicity in symbol or in history is 

undennined with the recognition that 'everyone is constantly changing their own past. 

recalling it, revising it. What really happened? A meaningless question. But one 1 keep 

hying to answer. knowing there is no amer" (70). The text recognises that it is 

impossible not to manipulate history in the search tu make meaning out of the pst, and 

the manipulation of identity markers such as kilts, clan tartans, and bagpipes is part of 

this process in Morag's case. Thus. whether or not such symbols are authentic is a 

meaningless question in light of other issues: What do they mean to Morag? How are 

they incorporateci into a personal mythology that shapes personal identity? And how do 

they interact with the symbols of regional identity ais0 prevalent in this text?lo 

Issues of authenticity provide a very different approach to the cultivation of 

identity in MacLeod's stories. As we have seen, his texts seem to avoid many of the 

syrnbols Hugh Trevor-Roper has expsed as inauthentic. And the use of the 'broach" 

with enhvined Scottish thistles invites spmilation that MacLeod is concerned with issues 

of authenticity in ways tbat Laurence 1s not. His incorporation of the 'broach* into the 

'('In aU fairness to Lawence, her own views on authenticity as expressed in a letter 
to Adele Wiseman seem to differ h m  this reading of the Highland motif in The 
Diviners. She seems to lend aedence to the authenticity of James Macpherson's 
Ossianic poems. wrîting to Wiseman. 'Have now mad Dr. J o h n  on the subject and 
feel quite stroagîy that although Macpherson may possibly have added bits of his own, or 
not translateci quite acmtely. w h t  he was doing was to take dom poetry h m  the SM- 
surviving oral iiterature of the Highlands, lad Dr. Johnson just did not know bugger all 
about oral iiteraturew (Selected Letters 243). 
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text introduces tbe idea of an authentic (and regional) representatioa of Scots heritage 

juxtaposeci with a fiaudulent (and centrai. or Torontonian) representation of the same. 

The 'broach" itself is a symbol of the priviieged access to this distinction that C a h  and 

his grandmother share, thus bmadly defining regional identity as authentically Scottish in 

contrast to other interests that capitalize on the ignorance of those without such prideged 

access. The text suggests that Torontonians mlght pmhase such a "broadi." wishing to 

connect with an ancestral heritage about which they know nothing. Calum gives, and his 

grandmother accepts, the gift secure in their own knowledge that they have remained 

close enough to this ancestral tradition to be able to distinguish that which is authentic 

fiom that which is fiaudulent. This privileged access fosters a cohesive ethnic identity 

that values the preservation of ancestral history and culture, including a strong sense of 

community. 

The uses of Highland Scots heriîage in the work of Laurence and MadRod seems 

to differ on these three points: on the role of culture, the role of community, and the role 

of authenticity in shaping ethnic identity. As we have seen in this chapter, Morag's 

identity as bath an orphan and the adopted daughter of the scawnger cause her to feel as 

though she is without a cultural mâition. And just as Christie scavenges odds and ends 

h m  the Nuisance Grounds, so he 'scavenges" a cultural tradition for Morag fmm the 

Highland symbols to which he has access (including Ossian, the pipes. and a sketdiy 

history of Culloden and the Clearances). Morag, as an adult. continues this pmess of 

adoption of culture by adding the label of Black Celt. the recordhg of Gaeiic music. even 

the brand of scotch she drinks. and the talisman of the plaid pin to her collection of 
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Highland cuihiral sieniflea. Her la& of culturai heritage in chUdhood spawns a quest for 

the trappings of a romantidsed Highland culture that she can adopt. By contmt. we have 

seen how MacLeod. by and large. avoids references to symbois of a romanticised 

Highland culture in his texts and expiicitly d e s  an issue out of the authentidty of the 

Highland culture found in his Cape Breton with the Scottish thistle 'broach." His 

characters are represented as the inverse of Morag C m .  having been smunded by the 

"authentic" culture since birth so that they absorb Gaeiic by osmosis and cannot escape 

the superstition that dogs them iike the story of the d aior glas a ' bhas. MacLeod's 

charactets cannot seem to escape the knowledge of their cultural inheritance if they 

wuited to. So while Morag searches for a culturai tradition to fîii the void the death of 

her parents left, MacLeod's characters are secure in the knowledge that they. and aii those 

who sunound them. share a cultural tradition that appears sbongly rooted in the region. 

The second point on which Lawence and Ma&od dser  in their use of the same 

heritage is on the point of community. The poverty and sharne that Morag is subject to as 

Prin and CMstie's adopted chiid separates her h m  the larger community of Manawaka, 

as we shail see more clearly in the next chapter. Her sense of isolation from the 

community also contributes to her search for identity. prompthg her to leave Manawaka 

at her first chance and evenhiaiiy make Ontario her home. The lack of community feeling 

in Manawaka wili also be covered more fblly in the next chapter, where we explore the 

regional tensions that prevent a cohesive sense of community there. MacLeod's settings 

M e r  sharply h m  Manawaka on this point, as we SM see in Chapter Four, comtmcthg 

a cohesive regional identity that may be Wened to the c W h  nature of traditional 
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Highland Society. So aithough a high proportion of Scottish descendants in Manawaka 

do not display any sense of clannish unity amongst themselves, we will see that 

MacLead's representation of a similarly high proportion of people having the same 

descent do display a strong sense of cohesive community. 

And finaliy, we have seen how Laurence and MacLecd seem to dif%er on the issue 

of the authenticity of the Highland traditions represented in their texts. While Laurence 

apparently bas no quaims about using each of the symbols Hugh Trevor-Roper has 

flagged as part of a pattern of invented and romanticised Highland symbols, MacLeod 

cannot be accused of the sarne tolerant adoption of inauthentic symhis. This tends to 

prompt the connection of these three points of difference into a pattern suggesting that the 

absence of culturai identity aiiows, and encourages. the adoption of romanticid symbols 

of culture. This pmcess of adoption. for Morag, does not appear to be concerned with 

issues of authenticity that might exciude her fiom "joiningn the Highland culturai 

community in her quest for identity. MacLd's characters, by contnst. are represented 

as king bom into a culturai tradition and a cohesive community that often prioritizes 

authenticity and rejets romanticised versions of an ancestry that is "dm to them. They 

have no need to go in search of a cultural tradition in the way Morag does. and ihey 

appear to be imbued with the awareness of their 'authentic" Highland history And their 

understanding of this history is often transmitted in the guise of story in the texts, as 

Morag's understanding of her fictional histocy is transmitted in the guise of the stories of 

Piper Gunn. In the next chapters, we will see how such an etbaic identity may be seen as 

extending beyond ancesûy to regional identity. 
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Chapter Thm: Regional Identîty in Laurence 

Gayle Greene has stated. in an essay on humce 's  use of hîstory in her fiction. 

that 'Margaret Laurence is usuaily regarcleci as a 'regional' writer concerneci witb 

Canadian bistory and mythw (Nicholson. Critical Aopmaches 177). This statement 

appears somewhat contradictory at first. suggesting that Laurence is "regarâedw as a 

regionalist writer and is yet concemed with national treatmenb of history and rnythology. 

A closer examination of Laurence's work in Ught of both its regionalist aspects and their 

resulting interaction with its nationalist tendencies may help to cl* this apparent 

contradiction of themes. 

Laurence has repeatedly emphasized the importance of place. both in her own 

writing and in the writing of others. In the preface to her critical work on Nigerian 

dramatists and noveîists. she States that Merature "must be planted tlnnly in some soil. 

Even works of non-realism make use of spiritual landscapes which have been at least 

partially inherited by the writerw (Long Drums 10). Laurence has adhered to this line of 

thought in her own wriüng, planting her fiction both iiterally and metaphorically in the 

soi1 of the tom of Manawaka. That is to say Laurence writes out of both the tangible 

landscape of the praisie and a host of "spiritual landscapesw that are anchoreci to it. 

Woodcock has stated that "few Canadian noveiists are more rooted in a local 

culture than Laurence" (Meeting 33). Indeed. ai i  five of Laurence's major Canadian 

works are connected to the prairie t o m  of Manawaka. While ody one novel. A -lest of 

Çpa is entirely set in the tom. the other faur works depend heaviiy on it for their 

context. Hagar, Stacey. Vanessa, and Morag all cany the influence of the t o m  with them 
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on their jomeys to Vancouver, Winnipeg, Toronto, and Biitain. The five works span 

four genemtions of Manawaka's inhabitants, ranghg h m  Jason Currie's pioneer 

presence in The Stone hgg! to Morag and Jules's escape h m  the town in n e  Divines. 

Their daughter, Pique. is the only major character in Laurence's Canadian fiction not bom 

in Manawaka. but she. toa, is haunted by the town of her ancestors and must retwn to it 

to locate her roots. 

In the epigraph to the Anal work in the Manawaka cycle, Laurence reveals 

something of the constructed nature of the region h m  which she writes. The epigrapb is 

taken h m  Al Purdy's poern. 'Robh Mills Circa 1842," and states, "but they had their 

being once and left a place to stand on." These Unes speak to many themes that recur 

throughout the Manawaka works. culminating in The Diviners: the pioneer experience of 

the New World; the influence of history, ancesûy, and inheritance on identiiy; and the 

sigdlcance of place as Uterai and metaphorid ground 'to stand on." This b a l  aspect 

of the epigraph and of The Diviners gives rise to Laurence's reputation as a regional 

writer. The creation of a "place to stand on" is a necessity for the chvacters of the novel, 

and it is the objective of Morag's quest, the subject of her final novel. 

In Chapter Two of this thesis, we have seen how Morag, Jules, and Pique stniggle 

for a historical üadition in which to l m t e  themselves, using ancestry to shape their 

identities in a modem contes But the pmcess of shaping identity is as much afkted by 

the region of one's birth as it is by the region of one's ancestors. The text is M y  

grounded in the immediate experience of Morag and Jules in Manawaka, tbough they 

both stmggle to escape the town. Just as the pioneer forebears of the poem "had their 
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being once" ami bqueathed a place for those who followed hem, so the text of The 

.!&&!BIS conshuds and bequeaths a place which might be seen as loosely typifying a 

region and is well worth examinhg in our study of constnicted identity. 

In her essay, 'A Place to Stand On," Laurence discusses two elements of place 

that wiil affect fiction: 'Fht the physid presence of the place itself-its geography, its 

appearance. Second the people" (Heart 4). The text of The Diviners uses various means 

of constnicting regional identity, accommodating the infîuences of both geography and 

humanity in the creation of Manawaka. Though an examination of geogaphy is 

relatively straightfoniuard. in examining the identity of the people in a region we must 

account for history, race relations. chss structures, and linguisücs. While the boundaries 

of many of these infiuences are blurred and some ditectly depend on one anoiher. it is 

important to detemiine how each influence is manifestai in the text individually in order 

to gauge the complexity of how regional identity is formed. 

Essential to any discussion of regionai identity is an examination of the geogaphy 

that influences that identity. While regional identity is not merely determinecl by 

geognphy, geojpphy is o h  the most visible influence on i t  In the case of Laurence's 

work, the geographic manifestation of the prairie pervades her Canadian fiction. In an 

early review of The Diviners, Marge Piercy emphasizes the Western aspects of 

Laurence's fiction, suggesthg that her work 'se& out a powemil gritty sense of place" 

(6). Though Laurence is frequently tagged as a prairie writer, Lamnce Ricou takes care 

to distinguish her representation of the prairie from that of ouiet authors writing out of the 

same place. Ricou States that Manawaka is 'in many ways an untypicai prairie tom" and 
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that in the stream of more typicai prairie fiction, 'a consideration of Margaret Laurence's 

prairie setthgs is apt to seem dismptive" (146). Ricou begins his shidy of the uaifylng 

elernent of contemporary prairie fiction by lamenting that no such study has been done 

before (144). He assumes this dearth stems fiom the 'obvious" nature of the prairie. a 

geography that apparently leaves everythlng exposed and nothhg to the imagination. He 

stipulates, however, that ' 'Ne most easy assumptions. its intensity and breadth of 

appiication must be examineci if we are to voice it with conviction" (144). Perhaps Ricou 

is in such a rush to "iiiuminate the typical prairie of Canadian fiction in the last two 

decades* that he oversimpiifies the matter somewhat. It is interesting to note the variety 

of regional identities that spring out of what is, af'ter dl, not a homogenous geographical 

region. rather than voicing with conviction the deflnitive prairie setting. And as Laurence 

observes. both the geography and the population of a region must be taken into account 

when discusring the importance of place in a text. (Heart 4). No matter how tempting it 

rnight be to characterize tedonal fiction solely in ternis of geography, the inhabitants of a 

region provide infinite variety, multiple variations on regional identity. 

Perhaps Ricou's tendencies to essentialise the prairie experience in fiction are 

mirrored by Lwence's somewhat aiiegorical representation of the geography of 

Manawaka. Both the structure of the town and the flora that inhabit individuai areas 

within serve to reinforce an aiiegorical reading. Manawaka is broken up into four distinct 

Ievels: the Wacbaicwa River valley, Hill Street. the t o m  proper. and the Ml above the 

town. The Wachakwa River ('more a creek thaa a river" [The Diviners 361) fîows 

through a valiey below the town. It 13 in fact on the mPgias of the town. and has been the 
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home of the Tonnerre famiiy for four generations. nie plant îife in the d e y  is 

undtivated, possibly a representation of how the prairie would have looked before the 

colonial presemce of Europeans: 'Dom in the vdey the smb oak and spindiy pale 

leafed poplars grew, alongside clumps of chokecheny bushes and wolf d o w .  The grass 

there was hlgh and thick . . . interspersed with sweet yellow clovern (36). The t~ees that 

grow in the valley are s m d  and wiry, tough trees that will persist in a hostiie 

environment, just as the Tonnerre f a d y  has persisied in the hostile environment of 

Manawaka. Subsisting in shacks pieced together fiom scavenged materials. they exist 

both on the Mnges of the comrnunity and below the community, the lowest level in the 

social orâer of Manawaka. The Wachakwa Vailey is also where inhabitants of the town 

go to escape its restrictions, as Morag does to daydream (The Diviners 139). as Job 

Shipley does to escape his mother (The Stone Ana U T ) ,  and as Rachel Cameron and 

Nick Kazlik do to make love (A lest of God 89). 

Halfway up the hiil is HU Street, home to Prin and Christie Logan. Hill Street is 

designateci as "the Scots-EngWi equivalent of The Other Side of the Tracks" (The 

Diviners 36). To continue the degorical interpretation of the tom, the ethnlc rwts of 

the inhabitants of Hiil Street (of British descent) place them above the M4tis 'haifbreeds' 

relegated to the vdey below, but not so far up as the respectable citizens living in the 

town proper: "it was inhabited by those who had not and never would make goad . . . 
.dedicated to flops. washouts and generai nogoods, at lest in the view of the tom's 

better-on (37). It is a place of poverty, apatby. and abuse, where Gus Winkler bats his 

famlly and his daughter aborts herseif with a coat hanger. It îs an ugly piace. where there 
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are 'only one or iwo sickiy Manitoba maples and practidy no gras at ail" (36). If the 

Wachakwa valiey is a place Ughtiy touched by civllization, then Hill Street offers the 

most degraded face of civilization in Manawaka. In Christie's yard. attempts at 

improvement vie with unruiy weeds, 'where a few m t s  and petunias fought a loshg 

battle against chickweed, lamb ' s quarters. creeping charlie, dandeîions, couchgrass " and 

sundry bits of junk from the Nuisance Grounds. 

Crowning the hi11 is the respectable part of tom, composed of 'big brick houses" 

and 'wooden houses painted realiy nicew (46), where the 'streets [are] shaded by snYdy 

maples. elrns, lombardy poplus" (37). There are 'lawns al1 neat and cut* and 'flower 

gardens with pink and purple petunias, and red snapdragow like velvet, redy rich velvet, 

and orange Mies with fieckies on the throats" (46). niese images are representative of 

stability, of cuitivation and civilization, and of carefiil attendance to appearances. The 

brick houses and sturdy hardwoods give the impression of permanence and authority. 

The blinds in the windows of the houses are pulled dom 'to keep out the heat" just as 

the ta11 trees shade the streets. "Typid" prairie geogmphy is effaced with images of the 

M. the mes, and the coolness of the shade they give. Morag sees that the blinds over the 

windows 'make the houses to be bhd" (46) just as the inhabitants of these houses are 

b h d  to the suffering of those below them on HIl1 Street and in the Wachakwa valiey. 

The drawing of the shades to keep out the Ught is symbolic of the hiil-dweilers' 

unwillingness to see the more unpleasant aspects of their tom. 

One such aspect of Manawaka is the t om dump. deiicately referred to as the 

Nuisance Grounds. The Nuisuice Gmunds share the crest of an djacent hi11 with the 
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cemetery. On the second, removed hiii, the deMhs and the deceased of the town are 

phced side by side, separated by appearances yet uniteci by geography, &al the dead stuff 

together on that same hiîl* (80). The appearance of the Nuisance Grounds is predictable. 

containing 'a billion trillion heaps of old muck" (8 1). There are no trees within the 

Nuisance Grounds, but chokecherry and pincheny bushes discretely screen it fiom sight. 

The appearance of the cemetery is equally predictable, though the polar opposite of the 

Nuisance Grounds: the cemetery is "decent and respectable. with big spmce trees and 

grass that is kept cut" (80). Hagar Shipley remembers the "fimeral parlour perfume of the 

planted peonies, dark &son and waiipaper pink, the pompous blossoms hanging 

leadenly, too heavy for their iight stems, bowed d o m  with the weight of thernselves" 

me Stone An@ 4). The outward appearance of the cemetery is carefully manicureci by 

Manawaka tesidents who might be seen as represented by the peonies: pompous, and 

bowed down with the weight of themselves, with the weight of respectability. The veneer 

of respectability that lies over the cemetery Mes the truth of what lies below. Under the 

clipped gras lay the dead of Manawaka, who are, in the woids of CMstie, nothing but 

'muck": "Not a father's son, not a man bom of woman who is not muck in some part of 

his irnmortal swl" (47). Thus, the boundaries between the respectable places and the 

disreputable places in Manawaka are constructed. Christie moves h m  Hill Street up to 

the shady streets on the Mi every day and he sees the garbage that is cast out of the stately 

brick houses. giving him the insight that what lies under the cemetery and what Ues in the 

Nuisance Grounds are but different facets of the same thing. The suspicion of ihfs mith 

causes those in the town who are! cooscious of appeafances to ostracize Christie, not only 
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because he knows their individual sordid secrets. but because he knows the M e r s  

between hem are only jiiusory. 

Morag moves between barriers as wea. The death of her parents brings her h m  

outside the town. where the famis are. to the locale of Hiü Street. Her early dispossession 

of home and family echoes the themes of dispossession she identifies so heavily with in 

the identity of the Highlander. and her move h m  the fami to HU Street mirrors the 

emigration of the evicted Highland croftea. Morag resists her forced relocation but 

becomes part of Hill Street in ways that it takes her years to accept. At age fourteen, 

Morag begins to work Sahirdays in Sirnlow's Ladies' Wear in tom. and makes an effort 

to distance herself from HU Street. Her earlier journey h m  Hiii Street into town to buy 

doughnuts at Parson's Bakery ha ben met with scorn and belittlement from respectable 

citizens. Now Morag has becorne careful with her language and her appearance. 

desperately trying to belong at the top of the hill. But it does not work in the way she has 

hoped. and she receives the humiliation of being told that she has improved herself 

beyond al l  reasonable expectation (The Diviners 128). After this. Morag moves in the 

opposite direction h m  Hill Street, asmciating herself with Jules. who is from the valley 

below. Morag's journey d o m  into the vdey to be with Jules is symbolic of not only the 

permeability of the boundaries within the town. but also of the union of those who are 

both from the same place (Manawaka). and h m  different places (Hill Street and the 

Wachakwa Valiey). Though the union between Morag and Jules only pvtially bridges 

c k  divisions, it does bridge raciai divisions k t  are insurmountable for many others in 

the tom. 
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One other dnrunstance in the novel points to the illusory nature of these 

boundaries within Manawaka. Abortion seems to happen on both sides of the tnck. 

dong with the 'licentiousn behaviour that occasions it. Eva Winkler might be seen as 

living up to the stereotypid expectations that the town has of Hill Street inhabitants 

when she becornes pregnant out of wedlock d aborts berself at home. But the aborted 

child that Christie fmds in the trash wrapped in newspaper appears to have corne h m  a 

respectable home in town, proving that some ugly things happen on both sides of the 

boundaries. 

Reminders of the town's setting on the prairie are seeded thughout the text, 

most heavily in the fmt two sections of the novel which chronicle Morag's childhood 

years in Manawaka. The representation of Manawaka in the text does not reinscribe 

stereotypical perceptions of the prairie as a Bat expanse unadulterated by distinguishing 

features. The town is set on two Ws, above a valley, through which flows the 

Wachakwa river. However, Manawaka's identity as a prairie town is cleariy indicated. 

Clues identifying Morag as fmm the West appear very early in the text. The Rnt 

snapshot presented to the reader porûays Morag's parents as standing before a farm gate; 

she is the chiid of prairie fmers. Her parents' future seems insecure even in the 

snapshot; they are 'hopeNn as ai l  farmers must be, 'looking foward to what will 

happen, not knowing the future weather of sky or spiritn (The Divinen 15). Morag's 

construction of her parents' Mentity as farmers is somewhat mmantidzed, however. as 

we l e m  when she stipulates that her father 'smells of soap and greengras. Not manm. 

He never s W  of horseshit, even though he is a famia" (16). The mendment is 
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Morag's own admission that these metnories are fictions. The reptesentation of Morag's 

parents as fanners serves to imbue them with the identity of the pioneers who venhved 

into an uncertain New World. leaving behind the familiarities of the old one. W e  the 

text does not portmy the prairie as overly hostiîe or unaccommodating to mankind, it does 

remlnd us of the uncertain nature of the settiers' existence, even generations after the land 

is settled. Colin and Louisa Gunn die of illness. much in the same way that Sarah 

Cooper, ancestral mistress of Morag's current home. died in childbirth at age twenty-four. 

The inhospitable nature of the prairie setting is suggested by references to the drought of 

the Depression years (1 7) and to the weather, 'blistering summers and bonô chiüing 

blizzard- howling winters" (37). When Christie tells Morag the sto y of Piper Gunn's 

&val in the West. his depiction of the living conditions is suitably dramatic to iiiustrate 

the tenacity and endurance of the Highland Scots: 'Locusts. Hailstonns. Floods. 

BUzzards . . . .Hot as the pit of heu in summer. and the mosquitoes as big as spmws. 

Wintem so cold it would freeze the breath in your thtoat and hini your blood to red icen 

(The Diviners 96-7). His subsequent remark, 'Not that It's that much different now" 

asserts the endurance of the descendants of those pioneers. His words constnict the 

identity of the prairie dweiler as nigged. stoic, and steaNast in the face of such 

conditions, preserring a connedion between the ancestral identity of the Highlanders and 

the pioneer identity of the Westemer. 

Consideration of the people who inhabit a piace is as important (if not more so to 

Laurence) as is geography when dimissing the regionalist qdties  of a text. One of the 
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most important aspects of people in this novel is their history, the events that have shaped 

the identity they now carry. As we saw in Chapter Two, Mong's identity has been 

shaped h m  an earfy age by her awareness of her Highland ancestry. Though she has 

been bereft of the symbols of this ancestry, such as a c h  mono, war ay or crest. CMstie 

bas aeated necessary symbols for her in the forms of Piper Gunn and his wife, Morag. 

In addition to the heroes of Piper Gunn and his woman, Christie gives Morag an 

awareness of the tragic events in Highland history in his references to Culloden, where 

clan lifestyie was forever brdren. and to the Highland Clearances. where many of the 

Highland crofiers becarne a people dispossessed of home and l ivel ihd The stories of 

the Highland Clearances lead into another important part of Morag's history in that they 

precede and make necessary the Highlanders' ernigration to Canada. Though the battle at 

CuUoden and the Clearances are not strictly part of the history of the prairie region, 

emiption h m  the Highlands to the West is the event where historical Uaks are forged 

between Old and New World identities. in the settiers' jowney to the West. we begin to 

see the history specific to this region, a history that is shared by more than one race of 

people. The shared history of a place boih unites and divides the characters in The 

Diviners, constructing their identity dong previously estabLished lines of alliance and 

enmity. 

In Laurence's tribute to Gabriel Dumont, "Man of Our People." she compares the 

defeat of the M6tis at Batoche with the defeat of the Highland clans a Culloden. 

Laurence sees paraUeis between the last stand of the M6tis and h t  of the Higblanders, in 

each case a doomed resistanee facing, on the one hand, the more numemus and better- 
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equipped forces of the m y  h m  Eastern Canada with the North West Mounted Police 

and, on the other hand, the royal army of 'Butcher" Cumberland, tespectively. Laurence 

quotes George Woodcock. who reminds us of the lrony of Sir John A. MacDonald's 

apparent deafhess to the Métis requests for justice, and his subsequent harsh response to 

their rebeliion. MacDonald "belonged by ancesûy to the clans that at Culloden staud in 

defense of a primitive culture against a complex civilization. in the same way as Gabriel 

Dumont and his people were preparing to stand on the Saskatchewan" (Heart 229). AU 

value judgements about the level of civilization achieved by either the Highlanders or the 

Métis aside, Laurence uses this svne p d e l  in The Diviners, embodied in the characters 

of Morag and Jules. Morag and Jules are each members of a conquered nation, though 

Morag draws her identity from the nation that conquered the M6tis. Just as Morag draws 

her identity from her possible Highland ancestry, so Jules diaws his h m  his Métis 

ancestry. The difference is, of course, that whiie Morag and Christie sûuggle to unearth 

or fabricate a history for her, Jules cannot ever escape his, even should he want to, by its 

vlrtue of king stamped on his outward appearance. Similarly, Iater in the novel, Pique 

feels that she cannot be both Scots and Metis but wiii always be seen as a 'haifbreed," 

and so is prompted to identQ with her outwardly visible ancestry, though she has to go 

searching for it. 

The text uses the story of the M&is Rebellions to demonstrate how history is 

aiways shared by multiple parties bearing a variety of perspectives. Morag hean the story 

of the Rebellions (what Jules c a b  'The Troubles" me Diviners 831) h m  three s e p t e  

sources: h m  CMstie, who works it into his tales of Piper Gunn; from schoolbooks ('We 
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twk it in Historyw (1451); and h m  Jules (15% 64). The three variations conain myrid 

dixrepancies, with no one source to be msted as 'true." Everything h m  the height of 

Riel, to his sanity, to the role of the 'Arkanys," is in question. Morag begins to accept 

that the printed word is no t inviolate. that books can lie, and that words merely serve the 

end of the author, as Jules tells het his story of Riel. He says, "the books, they lie about 

him" (The Diviners 161), an echo of CMstie's defence of the vaiidity of the Ossianic 

poems ('And the English claimed as how these were not the real old songs, but only 

forgeries, do you see, and you can read about it dght here in this part which is d e d  

Introduction, but the English were b l d y  Uars then as now" [73]). By showing three 

differing variations of a story known to all in that region, weN-documented and 

entrenched in school curricuia. the text questions the possibility of knowing "what really 

happened" and emphasizes the constnicted nature of ali memory, even that sancüfled as 

official history. 

The shared history of the inhabitants of a region gives rise to fimily entrenched 

patterns in class structures and race relations. Morag and Jules are in rnany ways united 

by class, both ostracized by the middleclass elemeat of the town. The dominant Scots 

Presbyterian ethic that penneates the town separates the respectable, hrdworking citizens 

fiom the 'ne'er-de weils" Uke Lazarus and Christie. Though they are each ostracized for 

sornewhat different reasons. Morag and Jules are United at an early age in school by their 

existence outside the respectable class in Manawaka, and by the tough shells that they 

develop to insulate themselves from derision. One day in school, Morag sees that 'he 

grins at her. Weli. think of that. The grin means Screw d o i ~ m ,  eh? Astounded. 
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Morag grias back" (The Divinen 78). Though their sbared identity as outsiders is 

tenuous at k t .  it permits an attraction between them to develop. Morag tells Pique. '1 

guess you could say [it was] love . . . .I guess 1 felt-feel-that he was related to me in some 

way. I'd known him for an awfidiy long the ,  you know . . . .I'm not sure know is the 

right word. there * (The Diviners 254). Despite any comection between Morag and Jules 

that arises out of clas. there always exists a racial and cultural banier between them that 

prevents them h m  redy knowlngone another. But Morag is one of the few town 

inhabitants who ever cornes close to howing Jules, and vice versa. Terry Goldie's study 

of various representations of indigenous peoples in literature offers a M e r  possible 

explmation for the comection between Morag and Jules in a phenomenon he calls 'the 

Celtic connectionn (26- 27). Coldie suggests that stereotypes of Celtic ethnic identity as 

savage. primitive, and unfettered by civilization have opened up paths of identification 

between Celts and indigenous peoples in Canadian literahire dong these lines. W e  

shared identity a dispossessed peoples certainly seems to ünk Morag witb Jules, shared 

identity as primitive or savage seerns to break down as neither of these characters seems 

partidarly uncivilised. Furthemore, this theory seems inappiicable to Manawaka 

Society when we examine Hagar Shipley's disdain of the Métis in Ught of her own pride 

in her Highland Scots heritage. 

The relatiomhip between the Anglo-Scots inhabitants of Manawaka and the Métis 

that existed there before them reveals a dynvnic that is not totdly unique to the pniries. 

or even to Canada, but it is an important element in this construction of regional identity 

Thraughout the Manawaka noveis, the Tonnems are scorned. avoided. and c e d  by 
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the white (and Celtic) inhabitants of the community. They are called " thme b& 

meuiing halfbreeds . . . .They are mysterious. People in Manawaka talk about hem but 

don? taik to them. Lazanis makes homebcew down there in the shack in the Wachakwa 

valley, and is ofien anested on Saturday ni@. Morag knows. She has heard. They are 

dirty and unmentionable" (The Diviners 79). Morag, who wears the same dresses to 

school as Piquette Tonnerre and who lives in a house where flies copulate on the table 

next to the peanut butter. is permitted by the town to feel superior to the Tonnerres. She 

is curious about Jules. but asserts, 'He is not U e  her. She does not glance in his 

direction dl dayn (79). As Morag matures, she cornes to reaîize that she does not know 

what the Tonnerres have experienced, and she tries io re-examine the history she has 

learned. which involves conflict between the Mdtis and Scots-Canadians. When Christie 

telis Morag the story of Piper Gunn in the New World. among other h a z d s  he Usts 

Indians and halfbreeds. Morag asks, "Did they fight the Mfbteeds and Indians, 

Christie?" He replies, 'Did they ever. Slew them in their dozens. girl In theïr scores" 

(97). Christie has repiied as part of the tale, but Morag breaks him out of his storytelling 

to ask, "Were they bad, the breeds and them?" Christie is momentarily stymied, but 

recovers, "No. ' he says at lad. 'They weren't bad. They were-just the& " (97). 

Chrisüe's inabiiity to see that his ancestors were the victims of dispossession in Scotland 

but the agents of dispossession in Canada is striking, and the task is left to Mong to 

reconcile the two. Clearly, part of Mong's pmcess of comhg to te- with her regional 

mots involves coming to ternis with heiself as part of a conquering nation, a settler 

presence that âispossessed the native presence of its land. She is mt oniy the descendant 



of the dispossessed, but she is the descendant of dispossessors. When Lazanis dies and is 

rehised space for burial anywhere within the town where he has Uved his whole Me. 

Morag sees the irony, that he, who h a  more right to the cemetery on the hiU than those 

who Ue there. is baned h m  it. Morag tries. at the death of Piquette and her children. to 

resurrect a little of the dignity that once belonged to the M6tis by writing about old Jules 

Tonnerre and how he fought with Riel in 1885. But the newsplper editor "deletes it. 

saying that many people hereabouts would sol1 consider that Old Jules back then had 

fought on the wrong side" (176). reinscdbing traditional patterns of enmity between the 

Scots and the Métis. 

Language is also important to a study of the 'human" identity of a region. Marge 

Piercy cals attention to the relative strength of the Manawaka sections of the novel 

resulting h m  Laurence's highly localized use of language, her 'chewy idiomn (6). 

Morag, the writer. is conscious of language h m  an early age. Words wield immense 

power in her mind and she is sensitive to the differences in language that separate those 

fiom within her region fiom those outside it. As early as age five. Morag has leanied that 

coyote is pronounced ki'y oot by Westemers m e  Diviners 2 l), and she passes this 

regional identification on to Pique in tum: " ' We say kiJ.oot,' Mong says with ludimus 

pride and snappishness. 'Only John Wayne says coy- ohtee'" (441). In this instance, 

Morag deflnes herself and Pique as belonging to the Canadian West rather than the 

American West, and perhaps p u p s  P Westemers in g e d  against Easterners. who do 

not seem to use tMs word at all. Furthemore. Morag singles out the l d  pronmciation 

of d a s  cn!k (36). and distinguisbes the Western meaning of the word bIuBPfiorn the 
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Ontario meaning of the m e  word: "in Ontario, bluff meam somethiag else-a ravine? a 

smd precipice? She's never really undentood tbat other meaniag; her own is so clear" 

(The Diviners 304). Once again. the meaning tlut Morag identifies with is an image of 

endumnce and survival that began as the Highiander and transcendecl tirne and space to 

become the Westerner: "A gathering of tms.  not the great bardwoods of Dom East. or 

forests of the North. but thin tough- fibred trees that could survive on open grassland, that 

could live against the wind and winter here . . . .That was a determined kind of tree, al1 

rightw (304). While the metaphor may seem to reinscribe traditional perceptions of the 

prairie as inhospitable. a place to be endured, Morag focusses on the survival that is the 

necessary counterpart of hardship. a tradition of hardship that began with dispossession in 

the Highlands and became suwival on the Canadian fiontier: 'People who never üved 

hereabouts always imagined it was dull, bleak, hundreds of miles of nothing. They didn't 

know. They didn't know the renewal that came out of the dead cold" (304). This 

renewal echoes the act of emigration ihe Mghianden undenvent. reestablishing 

themselves in the Canadian West after the harsb "winter" of the Clearances. Morag 

separates herser from those who have not huly inhabited the prairie. a space they 

cursorily dismissed as dull and bleak, In seaing herseif up in opposition to those who are 

not privy to the secret life of the prairie. she not only dcaws quaiities of strength and 

endurance from her ancestrai and regionai identities, but also rebirth and renewd, 

associating herselfwith crocuses that ' p w  out of the snow." In this case. Morag uses 

aspects of her regional identity in order to reswrect herseif out of stagnation. dulhess, 

and bleakness. 
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Morag's fictional cteations reveai awareness of local language as weL The names 

of her early playmates. imaginary charactem. reflect the influence of Western mythology 

on her language: Cowboy Joke. Blue-Sky Mother, Biumtable Father, Old Foriy-Nine. 

The adventures she mates for them refiect a simflar regional influence. For ewmple. 

'Once Cowboy Joke's pinto threw him over a ravine, as in 'Little Joe Wrangler He WilJ 

Never Wrangle More,' and he would have been a goner except that Rosa P i d y  and 

myself. with great intuition. had happeneci to build a couch of moss in that precise placew 

(The Diviners 20). The references to cowboy mythology (the acts of wrangling, king 

thrown fiom a horse. and not just any horse, but specincally a pinto) combine with 

references to the environment (the ravine. a couch of moss) and local idiom Che would 

have been a goner") to mate a story deeply imbwd with young Morag's Western 

identity. Even her more traditional childhood fictions betray a blending of fa@- tale 

motifs and regional symbols, as in the story: 'Another t h e  . . . [we] went into a deserted 

grah elevator, hwidreds of miles hi@ and lived in only by bats, dragons and polar bears . 
. . and succeeded after many pedls in diseovering a buried treasure of diamonds, nibies . . 
. and emeralds (which 1 thought must be the same brave pale mauve as the prairie 

crocuses we found in spring even before the 1st snow went) " (The Diviners 20 2 1). Here 

the castle of the tnditional European gothic tale is replaced by a grain elevator; the array 

of rnonsters includes not ody bats and dngons but, more atypically, polar bears; and the 

treasure is imagineci in the hues of local flowers. Morag's later fictional mations ah 

combine the Highland mythologies of Piper Gunn and Ossian given to her by Christie 

with the ûapphgs of her immediate surroundings In her story about Piper G m ' s  



woman. Morag writes about the chariot Uiat she builds. bomwiag from the ûssiaoic 

poem Christie has read to her about the chariot of Cuchulain. But the chariot that Piper 

Gunn's woman builds refiects a regional influence in its design. sporthg "a seat covered 

in green moss . . . birchbark scrolls amund the sides. carvjngs of deer and foxes and 

bears, carvings of meadowlarks, carvings of tall grassesn and so on (The Diviners 97- 

98).11 Morag is enough of a reaiist that she is unable to imagine a chariot with a seat 

covered in velvet: 'she saià velvet at first, but where would they get it?" (97). Morag 

knows the pattern that mythic tales foliow, but she conscioudy rejects velvet (symbol of 

the Old World) in favour of moss (symbol of the region). 

Morag, the adult writer, continues to mite out of the Western region. Lilac 

Stonehouse, the protagonist of her fint novel. is a 'fluffîly pretty girl fiom a lumber tom 

who lights out for the city. An old story* (The Diviners 244) for those who live on the 

margins of a nation. She sets her novel, Jonah, on the coast of British Columbia. and her 

penultimate novel. Shadow of Eden, reexamines her childhood myths of anceshy in a 

fictionalisation of the jomey of the Seikirk settlers into the New World. 

The idiom of the region is visible in the adult Morag's speech. not just in her 

writing. Morag reinvents her language at age fourteen when she decides to drop the 

tough act that has preserved her throughout childhood. Describing a new coat pmhased 

to help impmve her appearance, Morag says that it is 'princess-style, fitted. and flaring at 

''Flora Alexander reads Morag's reinvention of the mytbical chariot as a 
'feminised version of the chariot of Cuchuiain" rather than a 'regionaiised" version of the 
same as 'Morag transfonns the warlike chariot into someîhing decoraiive and 
cornfortab1e" (86). It wodd seem that Alexander is overlookhg the nferences to 
regional emblems in her reading. 
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the bottom. 1t shows off her figure, which is a goddamn good one-that is, a very nice 

one" (The Diviners 121). Morag's interna1 censor is evident throughout this section as 

she tries to distance herseIf h m  Hill Street. a region of poverty wi th  the region of the 

town. She reinvents her laaguage again when she falls in love with Bmke, symboUzing 

the congruent erasw of her historie, geographic. and economic oiigins. Morag is 

dispossesseci of her heritage once again, but this tirne by choice. For example, in 

response to a offer of sherry fiom Bmoke. Morag responds with, 'Please." . . . having 

recently learned to say, simply, Please, instead of Oh yes th& I'd just love some, or, 

worse. Okay that 'd be 8ne" (The Diviners 2 1 4). Bmoke enjoys her idiomatic 

expressions, such as 'up Galloping Mountain way" and 'away to hell and gonen (209, 

2 1 1). At the beginning of their relationship. Morag sees such expressions as provincial 

and süives to hide them fiom Brooke, who finds them quaini, evidence of an 

unsophisticated nature, a nature unsdied by the dvilizing influences of Toronto or 

England. As their marriage detedorates. however. Morag's suppression of her regional 

mots more clearly becomes a suppression of het identity, and it is through the laoguage 

she has inherited from Christie that Morag first breaks the suffocating Muence of 

Bmoke: '1 am five feet eight inches üII, which has always seemed too cMstly bloody tall 

to me but there it Is, and by judas priest and all the sodden saints in fucking Beuiah Land. 

1 am stuck with it" (277). The language of this outburst reveals both an admission of the 

influence of 'home" on Morag's character. and an assertion of the same for Bmoke's 

benefit. Language is doubly the catalyst for Morag's withdrawal h m  Bmoke as it 

becomes clear that her identity as a writer is incompatible with B d e ' s  desire to have a 



perpetud child- bride and with his academic and imperhktic standards of literature. 

Mong's uncoascious act of sigaing her k t  novel with her unmarried name. Gunn. 

separates her novel, product of her past, h m  her present identity as Morag Skelton. 

Bmke is not receptive to Morag's assertion of her regional background and this pmcess 

of recoveriag her past in orâer to reconcile it wlth the present culminates in Morag's 

liaison with Jules, "as though this joining is being done for other reasons, some debt or 

answer to the past, some severhg of inner chains which have kept her bound and 

sepmted h m  some part of herseIf" (292). Jules describes Morag's r e m  to him as 

'doing magic, to get awayn and sees himself as the "shamanw (294). But the magic that is 

wrought in this scene involves both escape and tetum. as Morag takes the k t  step in her 

reconciliation of regional raots with the identity she is searching for. 



Chapter Four: Regional Identity in MacLeod 

An attempt to explore the regionaiist elements in AUstair MacLeod's work could 

be viewed as somewhat redundant in light of criticai treatments that invariably 

characterize MacLeod as an obviously regionai writer. For example. Janice Kulyk 

Keefer's review of his second collection of stories asseris that "AUstair MacLeod's Cape 

Breton is by now a finnly defined fictive world on this country's literary map" (1 13). 

James Doyle describes MacLeod In the Dictionarv of Literarv Bioma~hy as the "most 

regionally loyal of Maritime writersw and as 'the most important chronicler in fiction of 

the landscape and fohays  of Cape Breton to appear on the Canadian Uterary scene in 

recen t years" (1 84). While these statemen ts may constitute sornething of an exaggera tion, 

they reflect MacLeod's apparently unassailable status in the Canadian Uterary canon as an 

author whose defînitive characteristic is his Atlantic regional identity. 

Certainiy such assertions are not without bais. MacLeod's fiction is realist in 

nature and depends heavily on regional details for its context. Such detaiis indude 

aspects of Atlantic geography, history, ethnicity, class structures. and language. 

MacLeod echoes Laurence's statements about the importance of place for good writing 

noting that 'there is the feeling that regional writing somehow is not good enough, but my 

own answer to this is that most of the world's gmt  literature begins in the regional; ail 

Utentute has to begin someplace" (Nicholson, 'Signatures" 97). Of his fifieen coiiected 

short stories, ody two are not specifically C O M ~ C ~ ~  to the Atlantic Provinces in some 

way: 'The Golden Gift of Grey" is set in smali- tom Iadiana and hearkens back to 

'hi.iIbiilyw mots in the mines of Kentudry: and setoag is used in 'As Birds Brings Forth 
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the Sun" in an obscure way. leaving specitic (and possibly Cape Breton) localjties 

unnameci. Even these two stocles resonate with the regional elements found in the rest of 

bis fiction, the first by virhie of its themes of dispassession and telocation and of the 

ever-present lifestyle of miners. and the second in a more complex way we wiîi retm to 

later in this chapter. The rest of the stories often make use of a fnme narrative set in 

centrai Canada, or in the Midwestem States. but focus on a main narrative set within the 

Atlantic Canadian region. Thus. MacLeod's stories (as well as his poetry) stand as a 

fairly hornogeneous body of fiction that revolves mund the Scots-Canadian experience 

in the East. 

As with our examination of the Western regional identity fouad in Laurence's 

fiction. a discussion of the geography represented in MacLeod's stories is integral to his 

texts' construction of Atlantic regional identity. Landscape figures signiflcantly in aii of 

his stories, described at length and in elquent detail. AU of his stories boast a catalogue 

of description, detailing images of the sky and its weather: the land. plants. and animals it 

hosts: and the sea with its myriad manifestations. If Laurence has stated that the people 

of a region are of greater interest to her than is geography (Heart 4). it is diflidt to 

determine which aspect figures more promhently in the work of MacLeod. Certainly, he 

allows landscape more significance in his fiction than Laurence does in hem. MacLeod's 

stories are so deeply involved with geography that Harold Barratt is prompted to say that 

'sometimes, character and landsape seem indistinguishable" (178). Before discussing 

the validity of this statement, let us look at the landscape constnicted by the texts. 
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There are four main laadscapes tbat seem to be represented in MacLeod's stories: 

the hhing village. the mining village, farm tenitory, and logghig tenitory. Among his 

stories, most settings make use of more than one landscape. Mines are frequently 

juxtaposeci with farms (as in 'In the Fall") and aii the stories (with the exception of 

'Golden Gift of Greyn) are set next to the heean. Even the stories that are not directly 

concemed with fishing Me (such as 'The Road to Rankin's Point" and 'The Tuning of 

Perfection") are set withfn visible distance of the sea. The crossover between geographic 

landscapes serves to conshuct a cohesive Island identity, rather than segregating 

characters into those who iive on famiand, those who live by the sea. and those who live 

in forests. While Laurence writes out of a single speciftc geographicai construction (the 

tom of Manawaka), MacLeod writes fiom various locations on Cape Breton Island and 

once fiom Newfoundland (in 'The Lost Salt Gift of Bloodw). The result is a greater 

diversity in terms of local geography. but with much less influence h m  outside 

geographies. For example, much of The Divinea is set outside of Manawaka. though 

Morag carries the influence of the town with her wherever she goes. By contrast. 

MacLeod's protagonists are oniy occasionaiiy able to leave the Atlantic setting where 

they were bom. Consequently, we see ties to the Atlantic Provinces, and Cape Breton 

Island in partidar. as strikingiy close throughout the collections. This may be one of the 

masons why MacLeod is so ofien read as a strongly regionalist wrlter. One might be 

tempted to state tbat MacLead's varied settings represent every landscape on Cape Breton 

Island outside the few urban areas (such as the Sydney a m ) .  Ag&, ihis reinforces the 
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constmction of a cobesive Cape Breton identity as one that is f h î y  comected to the 

nual landscape. 

Such a varied representation of geography is closely llnked to occupation in 

MacLeod's fiction, as may be noted h m  our four categories of landscape. In contnst to 

Laurence. who uses geogmphy in an allegorical fishion in the town of Manawaka, 

MacLeod uses geography to support his realist style. Widiin the rurai context that 

MacLeod uses for his stories, landscape closely determines iiveiihood, and so any 

discussion of geography in these stories must pay deference to the significance of 

occupation. 

The principal occupations of MaeLeod's characters within the region are clearly 

representative of the traditional components of the Cape Breton economy hhing (both 

inshore and offshore), coal mining, srnall-sde farming, and logging. Again. crossover 

between landscapes dictates crossover between occupations, aeating the iiiusion that aU 

Cape Bretoners are involved in Bshing, farming, mining or logging, and frequently in al1 

four as the season demands (as in the story, 'In the Fail"). W e  occupation is 

signifkant in The Diviners (parücularly in the cases of the individual diviners in the tex& 

Christie. Morag berself, Jules, Dan McRaith, Royland, and Pique) it serves a thematic 

hction. However, in MacLeoû's stories occupation seems ta serve as a detail of the 

seming, providing an atmosphen of the region. That is to say that The Diviners is 

concemed with diviners h m  Merent regions (including McRaith h m  Scotland and 

Royland from Ontario) and. instead of focllssiag on the primary industries conneded to 

particular places. focusses on the recunent act of creation fomd in many vocations and in 
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al l  regions. As most of the occupations of The Diviners are tramferrable to other regions 

(such as writing, painting, and singin@, they contribute less to regional identity than do 

the occupations of MacLeod's characters, occupations which are tied ciosely to the 

Atlantic region. Though, of course, fishing, mining, farming, and logging are possible in 

other regions. occupation in MacLeod's work is more closely tied to the Atlanhlc tesource 

base than is occupation in Laurence's work. LiveWood is a central focus of more than 

one of his stories, incfuding an exploration of what it means to be a miner in 'The 

Closing Down of Sumer" and in "The Vasbiess of the Dark," and what it means to be a 

fishennan in "The Boat." 

Both geography and livewioad, and consequently economy, contribute greatly to a 

specific regional identity in MacLeod's characters. While the environment of the Atlantic 

region is not specifically represented as harsh or inhospitable, it is seen as breeding 

resilient people. In our examination of regionai identity in The Diviners, we have seen 

how the pioneers of the prairies are characterized as steadfast in the face of extreme 

weather, floods, droughts. and plagues of pets. The characters of MacLeod's stories 

show simiîar qualities in the face of different hardship. The back-breaking labour 

required by the Western f a m  is here required by small farms, the fishing Jndushy, and 

the coal mines. Atlantic identity is very much influenced by the presence of the sea, 

represented in MacLeod's work as ever-chnging with the weather and the season, yet as 

constant as the flat horizon of the prairie. In examining the diaracters that make their 

living h m  this sea. we begin to see why Bamtt suggests that character ami landscape 

become indistinguishable. For example, in 'The Lost Salt Gift of Blood." a story about 
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an outsider's r e m  to Newfoimdiand to meet the son he siied as a young graduate student 

coiiecting the island's foikîore pars before, the boy's gtandmother has 'eyes as gmy as 

the stom scud of the sea" when she looks at the man in hostiiity ('The Lost Salt 73). And 

the grandrnother in "The Rem" has 'hair almost as white as the aftemoon's gulls and 

eyes Me the sea over which they flewn (93). MacLeod frepuently uses such aspects of 

the landscape with its flon and fauna in his descriptions of his characters. Fwthermore, 

many of his characters display an open afbity for the landscape they inhabit. For 

exarnple, in 'The Vastness of the Dark," a stocy about a boy who leaves Cape Breton and 

tries to shed his Atiantic identity like an old skin, one old man tries to explain the 

relationship of the miner to the land he has rnined: 'Once you drink the underground 

water it becomes a part of you üke the b l d  a man puts into a woman. It changes her 

forever and it never goes awayw (The Lost Salt 50). This identification. bordering on 

union, with the landscape one inhabits is reiterated in 'The Boatn and 'The Road to 

Rankin's Point." In 'The Boat," a story about a boy who rnakes a difficuit choice 

between his two loves, school and the sea, the narrator's mother is describecl as 'of the 

sea as were all of her people, and her horizons were the very Uteral ones she scanneci with 

her dark and fearless eyesw (The Last Salt 133). The mother in this story is so bound to 

her literal horizons, nameiy to the sea, that she cannot accept the people who are not 

comected to it as her own. In 'The Road to Ruikin's Point," a dying young man retums 

to his funily's ancestral fann to malce his peace with death. The story is rife with the 

imagery of death and l m :  the d e  of the f m  are unmilked and d e r  h m  mistitis, 

the chickens are too young to survive the cold of winter, and the horses serve as pets, 
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n>lmuig leisurely amongst the fields. The very house has sunk into the earth so that the 

doors ody open i n w d  and the woman who Uves inside is losing ber sight and hearing 

m e  Lost Salt 165-66). Everywhere the narrator looks, he sees images of atrophy and 

decay, much as bis own body has begun to deteriorate. The p d e l s  between the 

narrator, the fm. and his grandmother are lltlIlUStakable, and when she chooses to die 

rather than leave ber land. her grandson shortly follows. 

The characters in MacLeod's stories aiso appear to identif'y heaviiy with the 

animais that are an essentid part of their rurai occupations. Few stories do not involve 

the presence of animals in some way, and in many, they figure very significantly. Homs 

and cattle are important in 'in the Fall," 'The Road to Rankin's Point." 'The Retum," 

and 'Second Spring." Dogs are present in aimost every story in the collection, and are 

aucial to "Winter Dog" and "As Birds Bring Forth the Sun," two stories about individual 

dogs that respectively save and destroy their masters. Even fish and birds make their 

contributions to the stories. For example, in 'Vision." the biindness of the yowig 

mackerel echo the recurrent theme of distorted vision in the story. In "The Tunlag of 

Perfection," the monogamy of eagles living high in the mountains of Cape Breton echoes 

the monogamy of a young couple who chose to spend their life together at the same 

heights. Finaiiy. in "The Road to R d ' s  Point." MacLeod reinforces mythic ties to the 

past when he places Cheviot sheep on an isolatecl fami in Cape Breton. It was tbis svne 

breed of sheep that replaced crofters during the Highluid Clearances. resulting in their 

emigration to Canada. 



Mat of the animaIs that figure in MacLeod's stories offer a parailel to the 

construction of human idenblty in the stories: they m creatutes apparently bred to work. 

Like their owners, they are chcterized by strength, endunoce. and utiiity. A toy poodle 

would be as incongruous as an interior decorator in MacLeod's Cape Breton. MacLeod's 

horses are not pleasure animais but pit ponies who are condemed to a Me of gruelling, 

bhding labour within the mines aiongside the men they resemble. Even the indolent 

horses of "The Road to Rankin's Pointw are characterized as wasted labour because they 

do not work. in them 'power can still be seen" and they seem to say, 'we were not bred 

for this kind of Ufe nor did we corne h m  it nor i s  this all  we arew (The Lost Sait 165). 

The story "In the FA" is about the difftculty of disposing of an animai which has shown 

its value within regional paradigms through rnining, logging, and farming, but which can 

no longer work Utiiity is the defining measure of worth for animais as it is for humans, 

and inflexible poverty dictates who üves and who dies in this representation of 

subsistence farrning. The dogs in MacLeod's fiction are working dogs. 'bred for the 

guiding and guarding of life . . . not the guardians of junkyvds or used-car lots or closed- 

dom supermarkets . . . they have always worked closely with their hurnan mastersw (The 

Lost Salt 186). References to junkyanls, car lots, and supermarkets serve to de- the 

identity of dogs ~ithin the region in contrast to the identity of dogs fiom the central dties 

of HaMax or Toronto. A dog of memory in 'Witer Dogw is pmchased by mail h m  the 

centre, eanllng him the nickname 'Ontario dog* from sceptial neigbboias who ask, "Do 

p u  think your Ontario dog wiil be any good?" The dog hiras out to be "worse tban 

notbiagn because he cannot work in the way that 'regionalW dogs do, hilfilliag his destiny 
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as an outsider unable to fit in within the region (As Bi& 37- 38). The animais of the 

region are powerfid. resowcefûi. and usehil. deflned by their work as much as the people 

of the stoties are. So the importance of uiimals in MaeLeod's regional vision serves 

multiple fwictions: to reassert the interdependence of all living things in a harsh niral 

environment and thus promote identification between land. animal. and humankind; and 

to defme the character of ail the inhabitants of such an enwonment as nigged and 

hardworking. in opposition to the outsiders defineci as misfits within an environment to 

which they are unsuited. 

MacLeod also uses occupation to construct a regional identity that emphasizes its 

inhabitanis' close proximity to death in their daiîy life. No story illustrates this so weii as 

'The Boat," where a man recounts how he lost his father. a fisherman. to the sea he had 

worked with ail his life: "Neither is it easy to know tbat your father was found on 

November twenty-eighth . . . wedged between two boulders at the base of the rock-shewn 

cliffs where he had been hurled and slammed so many many thes  . . . .Thete was not 

much left of my father, physically. as he lay there with the brass chahs on his wrists and 

the seaweed in his hair" (The Lost Sait 150-51). nie brass chains, wom to prevent the 

sait water fkorn chafing his wrists, appear as symbolic manacles, chaihg this man to the 

sea in his Ufe and then again to it in his death. In "The Road to Rankin's Point." Uuee of 

the grandmother's bmthers lost their Uves through their occupations: 'One as a young 

man in the summer sun when the brown-dappled hotses bolted and he feu into the teeth 

of a mowing machine. A second in a stom at sea when the vesse1 sank . . . .A third 

hzen  upon the lunv ice fields of early March . . . in a sudden obliterating biizziud" (The 
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Lest Salt 170). Death seem to haut  every occupation in MacLeod's stories. 'The 

Closing Down of Summer" also deals with the M y  possibiiity of a grisly end as the 

narrator describes the death of his fadier, his brother, and other loved ones at the bottom 

of mine shafb where they worked. The narrator broods on the p ib i l i ty  of his own 

death in the shafts. but rnakes an effort to pull his thoughts away h m  death, sayiag, "1 

must not thiak too much ofdeath and loss. 1 tell myself repeatedly. For if I am to survive 

1 must be as careful and calculating with my thoughlr as 1 am with my tools when 

working so far below the earth's suiface" (As Birds 27). It is apparently only too easy for 

such characters io become obsessed (and oppressed) with the dangers they face. In "The 

Vastness of the Dark." the narrator remembers the Springhlll mine disasters of 1956 and 

1958, focussing on the effect the tragedies had on scattered minhg communities a i i  over 

the province. The horror of death in the shah unites the inhabitants of the region. 

rousing men to bave1 many miles at night to help remie the survivors. Others, like 

James's grandfather. sit next to the radio to hear news of men they never met. but are 

bound to by iiveiihood. James's father describes the scene on his r e m ,  telling of "hands 

and feet and blown-away faces and reproductive organs and severed ropes of intestines 

festooning the twisted pipes and spikes Uke grotesque Christmas-tree lwps" m e  Lost 

Salt 58). The degree of detaiî witb which MacLeod describes these scenes of death 

cornes not merely h m  a fascination with the morbid. The hormr of death faced by 

miners. fishermen, loggers. and fvmen is proportionai to the amount of heroism and 

stoidsm displaycd by the people who make their M g  h m  such dangerous places. 

With characteristic irony, MacLeod juxtaposes the judgement of an outsider with the 
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description above: 'These people . . . they have no gutsw (The Lost Salt 58). Literally. 

these men have no guts because they have sactificed them to the mines, but symbolidy, 

the texts comûuct the people who c h g  to their region despite the dangers it offers them 

as not ody stoic. but also heroic. The narrator in "The Boatw says of his father. who has 

never wanted to be a fisheman, '1 thought it was very much braver to spend a Me doing 

what you redy do not want rather than seulshly foiiowing forever your own dreams and 

inclinationsn (The Lost Salt 147). Such people are represented by these stories as buly 

having 'gutsn and courage. 

The suggested hemism of the characten echws the suggested heroism of the 

descendants of Scottish Highlanders discussed in Chapter Two. Geography may also be 

seen as rewerting the connection between the region of settlement (Cape Breton) and the 

region the settlers lefi (ScottWi Highlands). The similarities of landscape found between 

the islands in the Atlantic Canadian region and the islands off the west Coast of Scotland 

support a shared 'islandw identity between the two. MacLeod remarks on this continuity 

of island identity in the context of the Hebridean Scots' emigration to Cape Breton, 

saying. "1 think if yw're an island group of people and then you go to another island, 

although a bigger one, and you stay there for a long long tirne and everybody, as fa-  as we 

can speak of our ancestry, is almost exactly of the same racial stock, it means something. 

It means a kind of intensification that perhaps not a lot of North Americans have* @ricl<, 

21). The intensification of identity that MacLeod speaks of stems both h m  the settlea' 

sense of geopphy shared with their ancestors and h m  a concentrated ethnic presence in 

the region of settlement. 
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Though MadRod does not overtiy state biat the lanàscape of Cape Breton is like 

the laadscape of Scothd, his use of setüng in the story, 'As Birds Biing Forth the Sun" 

supports the continuity of identity between Scotland and Cape Bretcn. This story begins 

with the words, "Once there was a family with a Highland name who iived beside the 

sea" (As Birds 118). The muent  use of Gaeiic in the story malces it clear this f d y  is 

Scottish or is of Scottish descent, but the actual nationaiity of the man or his f d y  is 

never aamed. The setting of the story may either be in the Highlands of Scotland or in 

the Highlands of Cape Breton. MacLeod wefiilly refuses the reader any dues that might 

pinpoint the 'real' setting. The effect is to blur nationai identity whiie ernphasizing ethnic 

identity. suggesting ui indifference to politid boundaries that reinforces a s h d  

identity between Scotland and Cape Breton. Such a blurring of locations could ody be 

possible between two regions with similu landscapes (in this case coastal areas), 

particularly in view of MacLeod's unstinting attention to detail. The setüng used in the 

story for the h e  narrative provides a stark contrast. Here MacLeod identifies the 

setting as a Toronto hospital m m ,  juxtaposing the centre momnto) with the margin (the 

Highlands). the urban with the rural, and the real witb the mythological. It is the tension 

between these last two influences, the antiseptic reality of a Toronto hospitai and the 

mythology of the ancestral Highlands, that is most signiflcant in this story. The men who 

are descended h m  the Highiands live in the modem world of reality, but feeI strong ties 

to the mythologies of their inherited dm. They say, 'we are aware that some beliefs 

are what others wouid dismiss as 'g;ubege'. We are aware that there are men who beiieve 

the eardi is flat and that tbe birds briag forth dw sun" (As Birds 126-27). But they a h  



stipulate that it is "hard to not know what p u  do kww" (As Birds 126). in 

acknowledging theh stniggies to reconcile their epistemological dilemma, the characters 

of this text separate themselves h m  others of their nationality who are secure in their 

unassaiîable logic (such as the Toronto doctors). The six grey-haired brothers and their 

father belong not only to a separate geopphic region, but also to a sepante region of 

knowledge where the possibilities of curses or ghosts cannot be brushed away. These 

men are doubly haunteci, first by the CU mdrglas a ' bhas, the big grey dog of death. and 

then by the knowledge that they are different h m  the people of other places and other 

ethnlcities in the credence they allow to such ideas. 

Such themes of isolation and difference are crucial to MacLeod's stories, and he 

uses geography to emphasize them. The island motif is strong withh most of the stories. 

with ail but one story ('The Golden Gifl of Greyw) set on an island. Again. we see some 

Murring of identity between the landscape and the characters in the story, 'Isiand." where 

the people who üve on the smail island off Cape Breton Island are seen as isolated and 

different from others. This motif may be expanded to include aii the island-dweb of 

MacLeod's fiction. fkom the boy, James, in 'The Vastness of the Dark" to the old man. 

Archibald, in "The Tuning of Perfection." W e  MacLeod's texts may tend to construct 

a cohesive Atlantic identity, they use this cohesive identity to emphasize the ciifference 

between those from the region and those h m  'away," as is seen above in 'As BMs 

Bring Forth the Sun." Reminders of an i s h d  geopphy are tao numerous to count, 

containeci as they are in every reference to the sea that encompasses the land. Just as the 

sea binds the inhabitants of the region together tlimugh shred liveWo0d and shared 
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dangers, it llso serves as a litecai and syrnbolic banier that separates those h m  the 

region h m  those outside it. 

The shared history of a region is a strong influence on regionaî identity, as we saw 

in The Diviners. While Laurence uses historicai events that have mucb purchase for the 

inhabitants of the prairie region, it seems she has also chosen to discuss events that are 

covered in history classes ai l  across Canada (e.g. the Métis RebeUion and the voyage of 

the S e b k  settlers). This has the effect of giving her treatment of history some national 

purchase as well as strong regional purchase. MacLeod's use of history cliffers somewhat 

in that he does not refer to historical events that would appear in standard Canadian 

histoy texts. Rather his references to history are to local history, to the kind of events 

that happen in every region but were perceived as insignincant on a national scale. For 

example. in 'The Vastness of the Dark," geography triggers memories of local history as 

James travels through the tom of Springhiil and remembers the rnining disasters that 

took place there. Just as the Riel Rebellion of 1885 is an historical event that has reached 

almost mythic proportions in Laurence's region, so the tragedies at Springhill have 

mythic qualities in the mind of young James. And just as Laurence exposes the complex 

nature of ali  histories by juxtaposing three versions of the Rebeliion story, so MacLeod 

achieves the same effect by jwtaposing two separate versions of the Springbill disasters. 

For 'the man fiom away," the impact of the tragedies is s u d  up nusorily: 

"Springhill is a heîi of a place . . . unies you want to get laid. It's one of the best there is 

for that. Lots of mine accidents here and the men get kiîied off'" (The Lart Mt 55). By 

contrast, James's memories of the same events are memories of nscue mipsioap, of 
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children giving nickels and dimes for relief and of his father's descriptions of 'men 

transfomed into grisly jigsaw puzzles that could never more be solved" (The Lost Salt 

58). But while both Laurence and MacLeod emphasize the multiple versions of any one 

event. Lautence has chosen to write about events dut include the discourses of Canadian 

history texts. Thus readers h m  outside the Western region rnay not personaliy ident* 

in any way with the stories told in The Diviners by CMstie and Jules. but there is a 

possibility they wiil identify with the textbook version. and can therdore have some form 

of access to the shared history of the region. In the case of MacLeod's discussion of the 

tragedies at Springhill, it is l e s  Wely that the reader from outside the region wil l  already 

possess a "textbook version" of this story, and so may well be excluded fiom the region 

by vlrhie of not having the sarne kind of access to local history. Whether this results in 

Laurence's text king more inclusive or accessible than MacLeod's is by no means 

certain. But whiie Laurence is accepted as both a regional and a national writer. MacLeod 

is more often read as 'merely" a regional wiiter. 

Further to a discussion of MacLeod's use of history, it might be argwd that his 

implied reader possesses a certain amount of knowledge about the history of the Atlantic 

region. information that is never necessary to trace the plot of his story yet adds resonance 

for the reader who shves this regionai identity. While in the case of "The Vastness of the 

Dark* MacLeod provides the details of events the reader may not be famlliv with. this is 

not always the case. In sume circumstances, details are included in the text that have no 

siWcance in t e m  of plot, as the mine disasters do in this story, but are drawn h m  

implied howledge of local history that is not explicitly illustrated in the text. For 
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exunple. MacLeod fiequentiy refers to m in bis stories, as when two men drink mm at 

ni@ in T h e  h t  Salt GIA of B 1 d w  (78) and when young Alex sits on his grandfather's 

lap and sips at his rum toddy in 'The Retum" (Th Lost Salt 95). The mention of rurn 

resonates with an entire bistory of the nun trade (iegai and iilegal) in the Maritime region, 

an integral part of the West Indies sea trade, and a fact whicb is barely referred to in the 

text: '1 know the cm to be strong and overpmf. It comes at night anâ in fog . . . 

.Cornhg over in the low- throttied flshing boats, riding in imitation gas a n s w  (The Lost 

Salt 78).12 MacLeod relies here on information s h e d  by the inhabitants of the region, - 
irnpUed knowledge codd serve to segregate readea from within and fkom outside the 

region. 

Recent regionai history is also important to MacLeod's stories, seen in the 

references to the decline of a tradltional Atlantic economy. These stories bridge the gap 

between the years when fish, lobsters. coal, and trees supported a iively economy in the 

region and the years in which this resource based economy begm to fail. Themes of loss 

and deche pervade many of MacLeod's stories, and such themes focus concretely on the 

10s of access to the resources that helped mate a regional identity. MacKinnon's 

miners, in "The Closing Down of Summer," will travel to South A.fîica to work the miws 

there, using the skills they inherited as part of their Cape Breton identity. But the mines 

in Cape Breton can no longer support them. and they encounge their sons to 'go to the 

universities to study dentistxy or law and to become fatiy affluent before they are thirty. 

'*For a discussion of the history of nun in the Atlantic region, see Morrison, 
James H. and James Moreira, eds. Tempeml Bv Rum: Rum in the History of the 

Provinces. Porters Lake, NS: Potterstield Press, 1988. 
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Men who will stand over six feet ta11 and who wiii move their fat, pudgy fingers over the 

limited pibiiities to be found in other people's moutbs" (As Birds 22). Though the 

men that are bom to ths region are perceived as constnicted for pbysid  labour, king 

over six feet tall. there Is no longer anytbing much io labour over and so they must 

redeflne their intended occupations. The l o s  is conthued in the flshing industry where 

the fishermen of today 'do not make much money anymore and few of them take it 

seriously . . . .The fishemen before us are older men or young boys. Grandfathers with 

grandsons acting out their ancient ritualsu (As Birds 12). For MacLeod 's chancters, 

occupation still defines the individual and has all  the impact of an 'ancient dhd" even 

wben the access to fish dwindles away. "The Road to Rankin's Point" opens with the 

troubles the fishing industry suffers in this region. noting that 'there is talk that the 

fishermen may strike." though others choose "to remain dnink and discouraged on the 

beach or within the dampened privacy of their little shantiesw m e  Lost Salt 155- 56). 

The grandmother's f a n  in this story was once prosprous, but is now falhg into decay, 

and the road to Rankin's Point is dotted with the ruins of long abandoned famis. And in 

"The Tuning of Perfection." Carver observes that the logging industry is not what it once 

was, saying, 'We just cut 'em ail dom. Go in with heavy equipment. tree farmers and 

loaders and do it ail in a day. to hell with tomomww (As Binls 100). James's 

grandmother tells him in 'The Vastwss of the Dark" that he is right to leave the region as 

"there is nothing for one to do here anyway. There was never anything for one to do 

hemn (The k t  Salt 47). W e  the inhabitants of the region were once able to exact a 

rough living h m  the land and sea, and became shaped by these occupations, tbis way of 
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Ufe has begun to slip away. The regional identity that was once bolstered by teeming a h  

and rich mines is rapidly becoming an identity of loss and privation. MacLeod evokes the 

memory of a thriving economy. creaüng an impression of deep mots in the region, only to 

baiance it with the reality of recent history and the changes it brings to Atiantic identity. 

Another aspect of regional history that MacLeod does not discuss specifldy but 

which is impiied in the text is shared ethnicity w l t h  the region. Without exception, 

MacLeod's main characters are of Scottish descent. Most of the incidentai characters in 

these stories are of the same descent, with a few IrWi tossed in for variety. The 

construction of Cape Breton as a homogeneous settler colony of the Scottish Highlands is 

only mitigated by the mention of a few diverse ethnic presences: there is a Dutch family 

in 'In the FA," a few black children in "The Vastness of the Dark" and the Syrian and 

Lebanese peddlers in "Vision" who exchange their names for the Scottish names. Angus 

and Alex, so "they would seem more familiar to their potentiai customers" (As Birds 

136). While the setdement patterns of Cape Breton for the ps t  200 years do reflect a 

high proportion of Highland Scots and their descendants (Hornsby 50). MacLeod's texts 

tend to construct a suspiciously d o m  population, neglecting the reality of Atlantic 

ethnic diversity, not to mention the Acadian and Native presences in the region.13 

As is fiequently the case in regiondist writing. differences within the region seem 

to be giossed over in favour of attempting to capture an essential regional identity The 

131ndeed. MacLeod's criticai a€terword to Hugh MacLennan's Barorneter Rishg 
focuses closely on the Scottish heritage of many of the novel's characters, making even 
Halifax sound as though it is populpted aimost eniirdy by people of Scottish descent. 
This seems to reaffimi MacLeod's interest with one particuiar e W c  identity within the 
region. 
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exclusive nature of the early Scotosh settlements in Cape Breton is perpetuated by the 

insuiiu nature of the region. creating a place that has been defined by a uniforni ebicity 

for many generations. This tends to tesuit in implieà etlmicity in MacLeod's stories. 

where the reader may safely make assurnptions about the ancestry of most of the 

characters. In "The Closing Down of Sumer." the miners on the beach share more than 

geography, occupation, and history. They also share ethnic identity, as is clear when the 

narrator notes the spmce twigs wedged in the grilles of their cars: "We will remove them 

and take them with us to Afnca as mementos or talismans or syrnbols of identity. Much 

as our Highiand ancestors, for centuries, fashioned crude badges of heather or of 

whortlebemes to accompany hem on the battlefields of the world" (As Bir& 11). The 

homogeneity of the gmup is represented as a nahiml phenornenon, as predictable and 

implied as their common Uvelihood. As was the case with geography and with 

occupation, these texts use ethnicity to conjure a strong sense of regional community 

through a cohesive Atlantic Canadian identity, one apparently devoid of discord between 

races or ethnicities. This aspect of MacLeod's work contrasts shvply with The Diviners, 

where diversity of race within the region plays a significant role in c011stnicting die 

identity of die region. 

C l a s  structures in MacLevd's stories follow much the same patterns suggested by 

ethnic homogeneity. The texts ali revolve mund the experiences of the worWng class, 

be they flshennen. farmers, or miners. There appears to be very little diversity within the 

region in ternis of class. presenting the region as a homogenous worbiag c h  unit. Class 

tensions ody begin to appear when inhabitants of the region corne hto conflict with those 
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from outslde the region. For example. in 'The R e m , "  the fvnily that travels h m  

Montreal to the father's home in Cape Breton are separated h m  their Cape Breton 

family rnernbers by their class status. Angus, the father, has become a lawyer in Montreal 

and is estrangeci from bis working class mots by his acquired stahis. The gulf between 

the classes is manifested through clothing, for instance. When Alex goes out to play with 

his cousins, he is taunted by local boys about his clothes. His mother, a Montreal 

sodalite. has dressed him in clothes appropriate to his c l w  in Montreal, clothes that 

cause him to stand out in the working dass environment in which he now h d s  himself. 

The mother resists her husband's objection to hem, saying "But Angus 1 don't want him 

to look Uke a little savage" (The Lost Salt 97). The mother's implication tbat her 

husband's family mernbers cires like savages signitles the tensions between her class and 

her in- laws' class, suggesting that her identity, too, is constructed in relation to a regional 

Other. Clau tensions begin to erode, however, when Alex enters the world of his cousins 

for a day. Aiex's Montreal clothing attracts the attention of local bullies. The text 

suggests that children have less difflculty bridging the gap between classes. as Aiex's 

cousins rush to defend hirn from the bullies in a mamer reminiscent of Highland 

clannishness, though they perhaps have had simila thoughts about his 'sissy clothes." 

As they ciimb a hiil moving further away h m  the town and their parents, Alex's dothes 

begin to get nunpled and when he loosens his tie in the heat, "the collar button cornes off 

and 1s forever iost in the gras" (The Lost Sllt 98). When he later meets his grandfather 

coming out of the mine, the grandfather holds him close, covering his clothes in c d  dust. 

For one moment, the gap between miner and lawyer's son is bridged. WhUe Alex follows 



bis graodfather and uncles into the showers. his father sits on a bench spread with 

newspapers to keep his suit clean. The father is unable to bridge the gap he has created 

between himself and his rwts, a gap that is essentially a class division. So we see that 

class fuactions as a udfyhg force within the region, but a divisive force between the 

region and nationai urban centres. Representation of class dynamics wiihin the region 

reinforces the construction of a cohesive Atlantic identity. 

Language in MacLeod's texts supports the consûucts introduced by the 

examination of ethnicity and class. The use of GaeUc in many of the stories is a reminder 

of the homogeneous and insular nature of his communities within a primarily 

Anglophone nation. In some stories, members of the community converse fluently in 

Gaelic. For example, in "The Rehirn," as the boy Alex travels toward his father's home 

he observes that, "some of the people around us are taiking in a language that 1 h o w  is 

Gaelic although 1 do not understand itn (The Lost Salt 92). The introduction of Gaelic 

into the setting serves to unite the residents of the region and segregate thern h m  those 

who are "fiom" away, in this case Alex and his famiiy. Similarly, when the gtandmother 

From 'The Road to Rankin's Point" visits Mends in the nursing home, "they whisper to 

her in Gaeiic which most of the staff can no longer understand" to teil her of ' r d  and 

imagined atrodtiesn (The Lost Salt 176). In this case. lmguage, specifically the Gaelic 

tongue, serves a dud purpose. Gaelic is represented as a dying language in the region, a 

language that is dwindling away with the Bsh stocks and the mines until only the elderly 

in nursing homes SU speak it. Secondly. the text implies that everyone in the region 

once spoke Gaeiic, stating that 'most of the stpffcan no longer understand" it (176). 
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Once the ethnic composition of the region would have assureci that the staff couid 

understand Gaeiic. but now the loss of old ways separates those who 'have it" h m  those 

who do not. In 'The Closing Dom of Summer," the narrator tek  us that 'as a youth and 

as a young man I did not even realize that 1 could understand or speak Gaelic and 

entertained a casual disdain for those who did" (As Birds 19). Gaelic was not part of the 

culture that was taught f o d y  in classrwms. but was an aspect of regional culture that 

was absorbed through constant contact: 'As if it had sunk in unconsciously through some 

strange osmotic process while I had been growing upn (19). Gaelic is represented as 

highly local, a vernacular tongue. and where the narrator once despised it, he and his crew 

now 'speak it almost constantly though it is never spoken in out homesw (19). The text 

then refers to the tecent Celtic Revival that has taken hold of the region. alrnost 

construaing it in opposition to an 'authenticw Celtic tradition, and the namtor observes 

how children are now taught 'individual Gaelic words in the classroornsn in an effort to 

recaphire their lost heritage (As Birds 1% 20). The narrator does not feel a part of bis 

revival, though he and his crew have sung their Gaelic songs for it. and he says 'that too 

seemed as lonely and irrelevant as it was rneaninglessw (As Birds 20). The repeated motif 

of the l o s  of the Gaeiic tongue represents division within the previously d o c m  regional 

identity. Even though ail the main characters of these stocks share similar ethnic descent. 

they do not aN share the language of that descent. and a rift develops between those who 

adhere to the old ways, and those who do not. A good example of this tension occm In 

'The Tuning of Perfection" between Ardiibald, one of the ' k t  of the authentic old-the 

Gaelic singers." and his granddaughter. Sal. Archibald is a purist. a man who refiises to 
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compromise his cuiturai identity for the Scots h u n d  the World festival where his fatnily 

wants to sing. When Sai sin& a Gaelic lament Wre a milling sang and he corrects her. 

she replies that it does not matter to het. She does wt know what the words mean and 

neither will anyone else. Here Sal is identified with the Halifax producer who is more 

interested in effect than in authenticity, and with the aowds of people who wlll not 

understand the words. In representîng the newer generation as willlng to prostitute their 

heritage for fame and money by chnbing aboard the "tartanism" bandwagon. the text 

suggests that the older generation is more authentic. possibly even more 'regicnal," 

though it is the newer generation (such as Carver's group) that has the flexible Rature to 

continue some fom of that identity. Though Carver intirnates to Archibald that he and 

hls group know their music is not authentic, they are willing to confom to popular 

expectations of Scottish ûaditions for money (As Birds 117). Here, language is the focal 

point for regional concems that are near "universain: the tensions between old and new 

ways. 

Language also plays an important part of regional identity in these texts in ternis 

of place names within the region. May places in the text have been named for places in 

Scotland, as is the case of Canna in 'Vision," *called after the Hebridean island of Canna. 

'the green island' where most of its original inhabitants were bom" (As Birds 134). 

Other places were given the names of sethg f d e s ,  as in the case of Rankin's Point. 

Cameron's Point in 'The Closing Dom of Summerw or Macf hedran's Island in 'Wand". 

And Rnally. some places have been given Gaelic names, as in names of places on 

MacPhedran's Island: acbadb am moIaf&. the field of the sheep: k@ na long 
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brfseadb, bey of the shipwreck; and cre& a bbofrd, the table rack. These are private and 

local places. an identity which is reflected in their Gaelic names. names thot are 

inaccessible to outsiders. When the last of the MacPhedrans prepafes to lave the island, 

she 'maweiled that the places wouid rernain but the names wouid vanish* with the 

Gaelic-speaking inhabitants who had settled there. The settlers' use of inherited language 

and inherited names was once a way of presenring a link with the Old World and 

appropriating space in the New World. Generations later, it distinguishes the region as 

sa Highland Scots, stiU conscious of its comection to the Old World. 

A bal way in wMch language serves to constnict a particular regional identity is 

through suggestions of oral narrative within the texts. Kulyk Keefer sees in MacLeod's 

writing echoes of the music associated with the ancestral bards of Scotland and Ireland: 

"He achieves that haunting and powerful resonance characteristic of the Gaelic music 

which is his chanciers' best means to ~e~expression and communicationw (Under 

Eastern 182). And Jane Urquhart argues that 'in MacLeod's fiction the 'voice' of the oral 

tradition is never very far away" (As Birds 169). For example, his story, 'As Bir& %ring 

Forth the Sun." opens with hes  that echo the influences of a storytelling. or what Kulyk 

Keefer dismissively calis a 'fairy tale," tradition (182): 'Once there was a family with a 

HighIand name who lived beside the sea. And the man had a dog of which he was very 

fond" (As Birds 1 18).14 The paratactical structure of these Unes suggests the same 

I4la an interview with Macod, Laurk Knik characterizes this sentence as 'an 
appeal to oral traditionn and comects it to the foMoric quahty of the layered storie~ 
within 'Vision" 'because of the various narrators telling tales within it." MacLeod 
conf?rms his interest in oral tradition and attributes it to his interest in history because 
3tory bas obviously erdsted longer than literacy basw (1 58). 
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connedion to Celtic oral traditions that Flora Alexander observed hi CMsüe's stories in 

The Diviners (84). remindimg us of the story's source in an actual Scottish legend 

(Nicholson. "Regions" 133- 34). and also representing a strong tradition of storytelling 

within the Atlantic region. The story, 'Visionw is an example of the continuity of 

storytelling between the OId World and the New. The text of "Vision" layers stories 

upon stories. suggesting the interrelatedness of al1 narratives at some point or other. The 

story begins with reflections about the impact storytelling has had upon the narrator. 

saying "1 don' t temember when 1 first heard the story but 1 remember the fîrst time Uiat 1 

heard it and remembered it" (As Birds 128). The stories have been told many rimes. as is 

common in an oral tradition. and the narrator has absorbed these stories and made them 

his own at some point in the.  much as the miners of MaciCimon's crew absorbed the 

Gaelic language. The layers of story fluctuate from a father's chilcihoad jomey. to a 

Mend's ancestor who had the second sight, to the exile of St. Columba of Colwn Ciile 

fiom lreland thirteen hundred years before. The stories of the Old World merge into the 

storytebg tradition of this region in the New World, reinforcing the idea of h l y  

broken continuity between the two. 

In conclusion, we see that regionaikt elements of MacLeod's stories serve to 

emphasize an almost 'livingw co~ection between the region and the Old World. while 

constructing a strong sense of cohesive unity within the New World region. This sense of 

cohesiveness may be interpceted as a stmg sense of regional community, possibly akin 

to the clan stnictm of Highland society left behind in the Old World. But diis sense of 

homogenous community is problernatised in the next chapter when we explore such 
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regional concem as out- migration by comparing the ways in which these two authors 

represent the region in relation to the nation. 
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Chapter Five: Regionai Idaitity in Relation to the Nation 

No examination of the regionalist aspects of a text b complete without some 

examination of how the region is defhed in relation to its binary opposite. the nation. 

Tensions between regional and nationai loyaities are characteristic of Cimadian identity, 

pacticularly in the cases of such marginal regions as the West and the Atlantic Provinces. 

In a somewhat extreme observation of Canadian regional-nationai tensions. KUdate 

Dobbs argues that 'Canada is so intransigently regional that few genetaiisations about its 

national character are vaiidw (Berry 22). Recalling David Jordan's distinction between 

regionalism and local colour. Dobbs places emphasis on the 'marginaiityW and 'de 

centred world vieww of regionaiist writing. As a result, this interpretation of regionalisrn 

tends to set regional identity in opposition to national identity. 

Yet regionaiist aspects of Laurence's fiction tend not to be read in confllct with its 

nationaiist aspects. Despite the strong evocation of prairie identity found in her works. it 

is difficult to h d  any major critic who does not sing her praises as one of the major 

bulwarks of our national üterary canon. George Woodcock confesses he has 'corne to 

regard her novels as perhaps the most important Canadian fiction of any t h e  and 

certainly of our tirne" (Place to Stand 9). Andy Wainwright ciaims that she is no l e s  

than 'the most significant creative writer in Canadian histocym (Verv Large Soul vii). 

Clara Thomas has written an entire essay conneding Laurence's work to the larger 

Canadian Uterary tradition, stating that her chmaers' 'seatch for an individuai identity is 

paradigrnatic of the constant search for the elusive 'Canadian identity'" (Nicholson, 

Critical A D D ~ c ~ ~  3). In addition. Thomas points ta the recuiring motif of Scottish 
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ancese in Canadian fiction, presenting Lawence as the culmination of an exploration of 

Scots hediage begun by Ralph Comor and continued by Sara Jeanette Dunan and Hugh 

MacLennan. She argues that these writers, Laurence included, are aiming for sornething 

that transcends "rnere assimilation of ai i  the immigrant racesn into 'sornething 

'Canadian'" (9). W. H. New traces the development of national identity throughout her 

Canadian works, saying: 

For Margaret Latuence, national soda1 adjustments involve gender, ciass and 

other subtleties of discrimination; story by story, the Manawaka series traces the 

processes of change chat reconcile fmt the Scots with the English and Irish, then 

the British with the Ukrainians, then the Empeans with the Asians and h d y  

(most ironicaiiy, most resistantly) with the indigenous Métis. The West, by this 

view, becomes the cradle of multiculturaiism. (New. A Historv 248). 

While New's assertion of reconciliation between the diverse ethnic and racial identities 

represented in the texts seems somewhat exaggerated. a close examination of The 

Diviners does suggest the region serves as an ailegorical microcosm for tensions that exist 

on a national level. Sudi readings interpret Morag as symbolic of the white settler 

presence and Jules as symboiic of the Uidigenous presence in the New World. Morag's 

rejeaion of Bmke as the representathre of British Imperialism leads to her union with 

Jules and its outcome in Pique. Pique is the hybrid repcesentative of the future and her 

presence in the text suggests the possibility of a thne when there is no 'uswor ?hemw in 

Canadian ethnic and racial, or regional, identity. WMle a readlng of The Divines as 

national allegory is so complex as to be beyond the scope of diis thesis, it is interestiag to 
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note that Laurence's novel pennits (even encourages) such readingds And fhthennore, 

national interests in the novel tend not to be read in conflict with regional interests, but 

rather as a naturai extension of regional dynamics. 

The act of leaving the margins for the centre is crucial to Morag's "quest for 

islandsn(The Diviners 380). When leaving Manawaka for University in Winnipeg. Morag 

is impatient: "Leaving Manawaka. At last. At last. Jubilation. Also. guilt" (177). But 

Morag's guilt is reserved for her sense that she is abandoning Prin and Christie, and ber 

desire to leave is unrniîigated by a true longing to stay. Morag at her deparhup is 

"exultant" and she Imagines herself as "s*g into Me," leaving the parochial 

restriction of the region behind (190). Her need to sepante herself from Manawaka also 

distances Morag fiom Jules: "They inhabit the sarne world no longer" but she pu@ any 

pain this causes her out of her mind by thinking of IeaWig: 'In the night, the train whistle 

says Out There Out There Out The& (1 81). 

Morag's escape fiom the region is a gradual progression of moving fiom one 

place where she does not belong to another. First she escapes to Winnipeg, far fiom 

Manawaka but arguably stili the centre of her region, where she reflects. 'now she is 

away. Away is here. Not far enough awayn (193). After meeting Brooke, Morag accepts 

his invitation to foliow him to Toronto, the centre of the nation: 'Would she k e  

Toronto? Would she like Paradise? With Bmoke, and away h m  the prairies entitely" 

(219). But neither her union witb Bmoke nor her residence in Toronto ends up 

resembhg the Paradise she has uiticipated. Even aAer four pars of Uviag in Toronto, 

''For ieadhgs of The DMneq as a national aîiegory, see Kortenaar, Florby. and Bader. 
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Morag admits that 'uafomuiately the city still scates the b e j m  out of ber" (239) and 

"the apartment in Toronto seems more than ever like a deserted island" (275). This 

'deserted Island" is not the islanâ refbge that Morag has been searching for. It is a bvren 

place that echoes the barremess of Morag's marriage to Bmoke. Morag's escape from 

the unsaeisfactory centre talces her west, thinking, "maybe it only ever occurs to prairie 

people, when they Ught out, to go yet M e r  westw (297). In Vancouver, Morag feeis 

crowded by the mountaias and is aware that this place is not the isiand she is seeking 

either, saying, 'This is not to be her final settling place, obviously. People of the city, the 

reai inhabitants, bom here or having adopted the place, do not feel the sarne way. They 

do not feel hemmed in or threatened by these mountainsn (312- 13). But still Morag 

rejects the region of her birth, stating chat 'there is no way she can r e m  to Manawaka. 

If she is to have a home she must mate itn (313). Morag's sefl~e of not belonging in each 

place she Uves culminates in her tesidence in England, the 'scepter'd iden and 'royai 

throne of kings" (382). After living in London for a few years, Morag recognizes the 

attraction of London as a cultural centre of the world as a 'fantasy," noting that 

'publisher's parties in London are no more appeaiing to her and no less parochiai than 

they were in Canada" (383). And this island. too. is rejected as a settling place, when 

Morag finaily travels to Scotland, her mythologised ancestral island, and reaîizes h t  the 

tme land of her ancestors is the place she was bom. 

In Chapter Two of this thesis, we saw how this joumey to Scatland, and Morag's 

subseqwnt realization that she belongs not to a mythic past but to 'Christie's reai 

country," serves as huning point in her quest for identity. Robert Kroetsch has identified 
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this moment as a 'touchstone passage in Canadian writing," (26) suggesting that it has 

nationai application in the collective Canadian attempt to dehe  ourseIves against. and 

yet in harmony Wh. ancestral roots. Rudolph &der explains this neatly when he 

cautions us that 'it is important to remember that her roots are not completely negated; 

they merely recede from their prominent position to make rom for other rwts* (42). 

The 'other rootsn that Morag l e m  to accommodate are her ties to 'Christie's reai 

country, " now nxogaized as the true 'land of [her] ancestors" (The Diviners 415). In 

interpreting Morag's reference to Christie's country, we may favour a narrow reading of 

the text that identifies Manawaka as the land of the ancestors. Certainly. Morag cornes to 

the reaiization that though she can escape the prairie region in a iiteral. physical sense. 

she will never be able to leave it in an imaginative sense. But despite the recognition of 

her prairie roots, when Morag r e m s  to Canada, she does not make her home in 

Manawaka. She instead chooses to settie in a Merent region, at Mccomeii's landing in 

southem Ontario. The house at McComell's Landing represents the answer to Morag's 

quest for identity "Land. A river. Log house nearly a centwy old. built by great 

pionee~g couple. Simon and Sarah Cooper. History. Ancestors" (The Diviners 439). 

Morag and Pique come "home" not to the prairie region that figures so heavily in the 

Manawaka sections of the text. but to rural Ontario, îhe setting for the h e  narrative of 

the text. When writing about McConnell's Landing. Laurence is arguably writing h m  a 

second. non- Western, regionaiist perspective. Although the regional identity created in 

the h e  narrative is weak in cornparison to the Manawaka sections. Laurence sti i l  takes 

care to dehe  this region in t e m  of its plant and animai Me, its people (Royland and the 
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smiths), and its river. Morag bas feit that McComeii's Landing is the physid 'idand" 

she has been seeking: 'Morag, terrifieci of uhies, coming out here, making ihls her place, 

her islandn (The Diviners 379). Mccomell's Landing is constructeci as a refuge h m  

encroadiing urbm progress, an Island of pace that Morag adopts afler rejecting Toronto. 

Vancouver, and London as homes. 

The presence of Catherine Parr TraU is closely co~ected to a regionaht reading 

of the fhme narrative in the novel. She is as much Morag's 'spatiai" adopted ancestor as 

Piper Gunn was her adopted ethnic ancestor. Morag's acquisition of land in southem 

Ontario is merely an act of purchasing a space to exift in. Catherine Parr Traill as a 

Uterary ancestor. an Ontario regionalist author in her own right, facilitates Morag's 

tmsfonnation of this new space into a place of her own. Clara Thomas has noted: 'The 

adult Morag has moved to McCo~el ' s  Landing in Ontario and there she intends to stay. 

It is part of Margaret Laurence's own belief that to become truiy a part of the place-any 

place-it is necessary to assimilate that place's history into one's own consdousness" 

(Verduyn 148). The choice of Traill over her sister, the 'whining and bitchhg figure of 

Susanna Mode" (Kroetsch 67) favoured by Atwood as a literiuy ancestor' seerns like a 

conscious effort to idenhfy with a pioneer figure who embraced a new land, making 

herself at home in it.I6 W e  Moodie's more dramatic writing focusses on the hardships 

and dangers offered by the New World. T d ' s  writing look toward tmscending mere 

survival into full- fledgeû belonging. Morag conjures the spirit of Traill as a standard by 

'6Woodcock identifies Traiii as the only member of the literary Strickland family 
to emerge h m  the pioneer experience in Ontrio as a 'ûuiy regionai writern ( M e e e f  
TAe 20). 



which to rneasute her success as a pioncez but this act is  Morag's attempt to place herseif 

within a larger pioneering tradition. If Piper Gunn filled Morag's need to define herself 

with a Scottish ancesûy, Traiii fiîis Morag's need to define her present existence with a 

Canadian ancestry. Traiiî serves as such a Canadian ancestor, and her Eagllsh ancestry is 

not even mentioned in the novel as Morag ended her search for ethnic identity in her 

moment of realization in Scotland. And rather than retuning to the Uteial land of her 

birth and adopting a prairie figure as a new Canadian ancestor, Morag rnakes herseif at 

home in another region and with other regional ancestors. 

Without over-emphasizing the status of Lawence as an Ontario regionaht writer, 

it is important to recognize these aspects of the novel. As a regionalist writer, Laurence 

clearly draws her strength fiom her praitie roots. And Morag, in self- imposed exiie h m  

her native prairie region. draws parallels between the region of her birth and her later 

home: 'Morag Gunn, fleeing Manawaka, fînaily setthg near McConnell's Landing, an 

equally smd town with many of the same characteristics" me Diviners 377). l7 But 

Morag's ability to 'make room for new motsn indicates that regional identity is not 

carved in Stone. Adoption is possible for Morag in multiple ways, and 'CMstie's r d  

country" may be read broadly as the Canadian nation rather than m w l y  as Mmwaka, 

Manitoba or the prairies. 

"It should be noted that Neil ten Kortenaar uses Morag's evenhial settlement in a 
non- prairie region as support for his assertion that The Diviners is a nationaüst text: 'If 
Mong can r e m  to OnMo. it is because she ideniifles not with a paiticular landscape 
but with a map" in spite of Morag's cornparison between Manawaka and McConneil's 
-g (15). 



A discussion of national identity in MacLeod's stories seems to raise pmblematic 

and eventuaiiy, unresolved, issues. b an interview with C o h  Nicholson, MacLeod 

illustrates his understanding of North American national identity: "The cliché is that you 

think of America as the melîing pot and of Canada as a mosaic, composed of individuai 

areas . . . .I think of it as inhabithg a single room witbin a larger house: inhabithg both" 

('Signaturesw 97). Certainly the strength of MacLeod's work is in the identity aeated 

within that single room. the Atlantic region. But this regionai identity relies on the 

construction of a central region, representative of that larger house. In these tex&, an 

apparently cohesive regional identity is problematised when regional ties are viewed in 

relation to the nation. MacLeod has noted: 'For people at the edges of whatever it might 

be. there is always the puli of the centre." citing as an example fenyboats of unhappy 

people leaving Ireland for work in England (Brick 26). Indeed. a nurnber of his stories 

include representations of this 'pull of the centre," making it an important regional 

concern. Janice Kulyk Keefer notes this tension between leaving the region and staying: 

The poorness of the soil. the violence of the sea, the exhaustion of the mines 

prevent [MacLeod's] people h m  earning more than a bare Uving and drive, 

perhaps not the strongest but certainly the most ambitious into exile. Those who 

go are almost crippled by a sense of shame and los; those who stay, Wre the 

mother in 'The Boat." become almost dehumanized by loyalty to a place which 

seems reduced to primd elements-wind. water. rodt (Under Eastern 182) 

W e  Keefer's use of worâs iike 'cripplednmd "shame" to describe those who live in 

'ede" h m  the region is somewhat -me, it reflects the priority MacLeod gives to the 
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difficuity of leaving, or rehunhig to, the mgion. The texis ernplusize the p a t  distance 

between the region and the centre as crucial to this concern in two ways. Firstly, disparity 

between the region uid the centre emphasizes the charactem' inabillty to pursue certain 

goals, including economic stability, within the region. The centre is represented in these 

texts by higher education, professional careers. and a secure economy. In conmt, we 

have seen how the region is characterized as relying heavily on resource industries and 

conrequently subject to hardship when those industries begin to f d .  Secondly, the 

disparity between the region and the centre makes the decision to leave the region much 

harder for some characters, and the retm equdy difficult for others. This results in a 

heightened sense of denaiion h m  the region for those who chwse to leave and it resuits 

in making escape impossible for othen. 

Disparity between the region and the centre is stressecl in severai of MacLeod's 

texts. In "The Lost Salt Gifl of B l d , "  the namtor who cornes h m  the Midwest to 

Newfoundland emphasizes the region's distance h m  the continent's centre by noting 

that Dublin and the Irish Coast are nearer now than are Toronto and Detroit (The Lost Salt 

65- 66). In noticing that his shoes. so appropriate to the classroms of the Midwest, are 

fiiüng hirn here on the mky shore, he says this is "no place to be unies barefmted or in 

rubber boots. Perhaps no place for me at all" (70). Newfoundland and the Midwest are 

worlds aparî in this story. In "The Retum," the child Alex remarks on the Uteral and 

metaphorical distance that separates Cape Breton h m  his Montreal home, saying 'We 

have corne h m  a p t  distance and have a long way now to go" (The Lost Salt 105). 

And 'The Rad  to Rankin's Pointw begins with an extended description of the d 
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C a l m  has foiiowed h m  the centre to reach his regionai rmts. He looks behind himself, 

"inland and outwardn dong the road that "if foiiowed relentiessly wiîi take you almost 

anywhere in North America: perhaps to Central and to South America as weiin (The Lost 

Salt 156- 57). The image of Cape Breton Island as co~ected to the rest of the world by a - 
mere umbiîical road emphasizes the disparity between the margins of a continent and its 

centre. So although the region appears isolated from the centre by geography, economy, 

local history. and a certain ethnic identity, it does not exist fdly in isolation fiom the rest 

of the world. Many of these stories rely on the centre io provide the b i n q  opposite for 

their construction of regional nostalgia. Whiie the "Highlands and Islands" of the United 

Kingdom are represented as a sort of myihic centre toward which the regional 

imagination is pulled, economic and vocationai opportunifies are continud1y represented 

as drawing Atlantic Canadians toward the centre of North America. 

The retum to the region after an absence is ofien of concem to regionalist writea. 

Speaking of Laurence's sojourn in Afnca and her subsequent retum to Canada. 

Woodcock notes that 'the abiiity to go away and retum enricheci is of course part of the 

regional experience, which in practice tends to liberate the mind fiom the nmwness of 

mere nationalismn (Meeting of Tie 33). This preoccupation with retuniing to the region 

recurs throughout MacLeod's fiction. For example. 'The Return," 'The Lost Salt Gift of 

Blood." anci 'The Road to Rankin's Point" all  deal with Literal rehims to the Atlantic 

region d e r  a tesidence in the centre of the nation. The Montreal lawyer in 'The Retum" 

is alienated fiom his family and from his mots by his choice to pursue a profession far 

fiom the mines where his father and brothers continue to worlr. In "The Lost Salt Gîft of 
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Blood." the chiid. John, is so 'wonderN sad" after moving to Toronto that his motber 

r e m  him to her parents in Newfoundland (74). Though John's father has come from 

the Midwest entertaining the possibiiity of returning with the boy. he changes his mind 

afker observing the quaiity of Ufe John has hem. Life at the centre h not characterized as 

ideal through the eyes of the narrator: 

And perhaps now 1 should go and say, oh son of my summa cum laude loins. 

come away fkom the lonely gulls and the silver bout and I wfll take you to the land 

of the Tastee Freeze where you may sleep tili ten of nine. And 1 wiii show you the 

elevator to the apartment on the sixteenth floor and introduce you to the buzzer 

system and the yards of the wrwght-iron fences where the Doberman pinscher 

nuis silently at night. (The Lost Salt 83) 

The suggestion that John belongs in this region and his father, the outsider, does not is 

reiterated thughout the text. And in 'The Road to Rankin's Point," Caiurn has returned 

to the region after what he d s  his "absent' years. spent teaching the over-urbanized 

students of Buriington and Don Mills in the classrooms that always seemed so 

overheated" (The Lost Salt 174). Calum has retumed home after discovering he is dying, 

comparing himself to 'the diseased and polluted saimon" returning home 'to swim for a 

brief time in the clear waters of my eariier strearnn (174). Though Caiurn has apparently 

left Cape Breton of his o m  accord and r e m s  only to die, his characterizations of the 

centre as 'over-urbanized" and "overheated" are aiso unappeahg. 

'The Boat," "Winter Dog," and 'As Birds Bring Forth the Sm" also deal with the 

issue of retum to the region h m  the centre, but the r e m  is rmnif'ted t h u g h  memory 
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or story, rather dua through a physicai joumey. In 'The Boat," the narrator retums to the 

region through nighbnares that baunt his prosaic Midwestern reality, and the text spins 

h m  b a r n  into memory into the story of 'The Boat." Tensions between the centre and 

the margins in this text are complex and we will retum to it later in this chapter. In 

"Winter Dog," the sight of a rornping coilie on a southwestern Ontario night brings back 

mernories of the narrator's chiidhood experiences with a similar dog on Cape Breton's 

coastai pack ice. And 'As Birds Bring Forth the Sun" is a story that harkens back to a life 

on the margins generations ago, though the narrator remembers the story fmm a modem 

Toronto hospital room. Though each of these stories evokes a detaiied image of the 

Atlantic region. they are ody rnemories conjured up by those who have left the margins 

for the centre. 

Severai of MacLeod's stories deai with regional-national tensions by focussing on 

the act of leaving Cape Breton for the centre, as Laurence's novel deals with the same 

tensions by focussing on Morag's act of leaving Manawaka for the centre. In 'The 

Closing Down of Summer," Bay Street in Toronto is the portal through which 

MacKinnon's crew must pass to the mines of other counüies: South Afiica, Zaire, Haiti, 

Chile, Boüvia, Guatemaia, Mexico, and Jamaica (As Birds 26). The miners are reluctant 

to leave their homes, delaying the departuce and easing it witb moonshine and familiar 

Gaelic songs. While their bonds with their regional identity are presewed through their 

occupation and through their constant use of the Gaeiic language, the necessity of leaving 

in orâer to continue mining has resulted in feelings of aiienation and isolation fhm home. 
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They are rendered inarticulate in their isolation. unable to bridge the gap that has formed 

between themselves and their families. 

In "The Boat," escape h m  the region is the result of l e s  pragrnatic concems than 

the closure of local mines that pmvide ernployment. In this story, MacLeod introtluces 

problematic representations of the sea and the fishery as a vocation, undennining the 

apparently cohesive regional identity we saw in Chapter Four. Tensions arise within this 

Cape Breton family over the pursuit of ambitions outside of the region. Whiie the father 

has been a fisherman all of his Me, he confesses to his son that "he had always wanted to 

go to the universityw and the son slowly cornes to see that his father "had never been 

intended for a fisheman either physicdy or mentaily* (The Lost Salt 146). in contrast, 

his mother has a great love for the sea and for her husband's vocation as a fisheman, and 

"her horizons were the veiy literai ones she scanned with her dark and fearless eyesn 

(133). The father, his daughters, and his son all display an lfflnity for books, and through 

hem the world outside the region, while the mother hates the books and everyhng they 

represent, launching "a campaign against what she had discovered but could not 

understand" (137). The mother's contempt for books is equalled only by the contempt 

she feels for the tourists fiom "away" that flood the region every summer. The narrator is 

heir to the waning interests of each of his parents, though he sees eariy that he cannot 

pursue one except a the expense of the other: "school ended in the third week in Jwie 

and the lobster season on July k t  and 1 wished that the two things that 1 loved so dearly 

did not exclude each other in a mimer that was so blunt and too clear" (145). His five 

sistem before him have expandeci their interests beyond the region h u g h  the books that 
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litter his father 's rmm. and to their mother 's chagrin they each Leave the region, going 'to 

Boston. to Montreal, to New York with the young men they met during the summers and 

later rnanied in those fa- away cities. The young men were articulate and handsome and 

wore fine dothes and drove expensive cars and [the] sisters . . . were tired of darning 

sod<s and baking bread" (142). 

In ihis text MacLeod has inttoduced the conflicting desires of those within the 

region to stay and yet to leave. Illusions of cohesive regionai identity are compiicated by 

the representation of characters who love the sea and those who haie the sea. characters 

who want to insulate the region h m  outside influences. and those who want to explore 

beyond regional boundaries. The representation of books within the story helps to 

illustrate these unresolved tension between the mvgin and centre. The books that crowd 

the father's m m  offer him a refuge h m  his chosen We within the region. These books 

al1 literaily originate outside the region. coming korn "second- hand bookstores which 

advertise in the backs of magazinesn and "in later years they came more and more fiom 

[the] sisters who had moved ta the cities" (135). The role of the books in enticing the 

daughters of the house away fiom the region is cleu. not only were they the physical 

artefacts from a world outside the region, but they provideci an imaginative wiadow to the 

worid beyond regional boundaries. 1t is düflcult however, to coliect all the references to 

books in the text into a pat chancterization of books as anti-regionai. The irony of 

students who are studying the "water imagery of Tennyson" while watching l o b  boats 

strew traps dong the ocean flwr implies gentle resistence to canonical British texts in 

postcoloniai Canadian clasîrwms. Water imagery llso fî gures in the father and son's 
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diseussion of David Copwrfleld, where an access point to the text is 'the Peggottys and 

how they loved the sea" (146). And whea t w U s  characterize the father as a 

Hemingway figure and proceed to explain to him who Hemingway was, the unwarranteci 

condescension of the Americans is made blatantly obvious as the nanator notes that "in a 

way it did almost look iike one of those unshaven, taken- in- Cuba pichires of 

Hemingwayn (The b s t  Salt 14 1). 

When the narrator of this story accepts that his love for the Bshery excludes his 

love for books, he leaves school and tells his father that they will flsh the sea together for 

as long as the father iives. When the father is lost overboard on the last day of the season, 

the text suggests ihat he may have given his Ufe so that his son might be free to choose 

the life outside the region that he never had. And so we see the son, who now teaches at a 

"great Midwestem univenity," is now rejected by his mother for his choice, saying 'it is 

not an easy thing to know that your mother looks upon the sea with love and on you with 

bittemess because the one has been so constant and the other so untruew (150). The Anal 

image is of the father's remains that have washed up on the shore. 'with the bras chains 

on his wrists and the seaweed in his hairn (1 5 1). The sea, loved by the mother. shackles 

the father in death as it did in his life. 

This representation of interna1 tension within the region is continued in the story, 

'The Vastness of the Dark." FiMUy coming of age, James has dedded to leave the 

region, sayîng, "today 1 leave behind this grimy Cape Breton cd-mining town whose 

primer 1 bave been ali  my Mew (The Lost Sait 39). He nsents his mother's immediate 

assumption that he is merely leaving for another mine, and is determined to sever aii  
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connections to home. saying, '1 cm feel free to assume my new identity which I don iike 

carefully preserved new clothes taken h m  within their pristhe wrappings. It assumes 

that 1 am f h n  Vancouver which is as far away as 1 can imagine" (59 51). There is 

confiict behnreen James's grandparents over his leaving, as there was over James's 

father's departure a generation ago. While the grandfather loves c d -  mining and m e s  

his son and grandson to follow in his foo~eps  as a miner, the grandmother encourages 

her son and then her grandson to leave the region, saying, 'there was wver anything for 

one to do heren (47). James encounters a travelling salesman on the road, a man who is 

from "away." Through the eyes of the man from away, the people of Nova Scotia "are 

only so many identical goldRsh leading identical incomprehensible Uves within the glas 

prison of their bowln (60). The encounter with this man prompts James to view regionai- 

national tensions in ways he has not coasidered before. saying 'the people on the street 

view me behind my own glas in much the same way and it is the way that I have looked 

at others in their 'foreign iicense' cars and it is the kind of judgement that 1 myself have 

maden (60). James's reflections about what it means to be fiom 'here" or from 'awayn 

and how he has participateci in prejudicial attitudes similar to those he is now subjected to 

further complicate simplistic characterizations of the region as idyllic and the centre as 

unappeaiing. Admittedly, the text n m w l y  averts the identification of those h m  outside 

the region with everything repugnant: the man from away is swhish in appearance and 

reprehensible in character. But despite his coarse language, his racism, and his sexism, 

the text compücates easy equations between outsiders and the type of behaviour this man 

exhibits. saying 'it seerns thu neither these people nor this mui are in any way unkiad 
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and not to understand does not necessariiy mean that one is auel" (60). But although the 

text seems to absolve both those from within the region and those from without of bad 

intentions, it continues to preserve the gulf between the two, ernphasizing the la& of 

understanding that exists between them. The inhabitants of MacLeod's consûucted 

region are llke 'people it is impossible to know or to M y  understand" (The Lost Sait 

162).18 In MacLeod's work, regional identity continues to be dehed in opposition to 

national identity, constructing the nation as a foii to the region.lg A sense of greater 

national identity seerns to be absent in these stories. at times reducing the nation to 

"OtherW in an attempt to heighten regional boundaries. Although the nation serves as a 

springboard for regional divisions between staying and leaving, these are regional, not 

national, concems, and the nation appears as no more than the omnipresent catalyst for 

these concems. This consistent opposition between region and nation contrasts with 

Laurence's work. which seems to suggest that regional and national identities fiinction in 

much the same way, although on dürerent scales. 

'"For M e r  discussion on the tensions between the desire to leave the region and 
the desire to stay in MacLeod's work. see Kulyk Keefer ( M e r  Eastern 233- 38). 

''A case an be made for the constniction of Hallfa as Other against which the 
Cape Breton region is dehed in the story, 'In the Fall." This tension is llso evident in 
MacLeod's afterword for Barorneter Ris*. Since this constniction does not appear 
consistently throughout MacLeod's stories, and regional bounâvies are consistently 
defhed in opposition to the nation, HaMax as Other seem to take sexond place to the 
nation as Other. 
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Chapter Six: Compvisons and Conclusions 

Reflecting on his Highland heritage, the namator in "The Road to Ranh's Pointw 

asks, "What is the signiflcance of ancestrai Islands, long left and never seen?" And what 

is the significance of the more recent ancestral islawls each of these authors is heir to, the 

Canadian regions their works evoke so strongly, but in dürerent ways? An examination 

of the island motif used so differently by Laurence and MacLeod serves as a useful 

contrast between their regionai visions. 

Morag G u ' s  'quest for islands" is a metaphoric search for identity, for a place 

that she can make into a home, and a place she can belong to after the dispossession she 

experienceâ on the margins of Manawaka. This search for place has also been a search 

for ancestors, seekhg to reconcile the mythical heroes of story, Piper C m  and his 

woman, with the tangible ancestors of the region of her birth, Prin and Christie Logan. 

Adoption is possible for Morag, and when she has finaily adopted a new region 

(McConneli's Landing) and new ancestors (Simon and Sarah Cooper, Catharine Parr 

TraiU) Morag says, "I've made an islandn (380). But her complacency is underminecl by 

her question, "Are islands real?" and her own m e r ,  'islands are unreai. No place is 

far away enough away. lslands exlst oniy in the head. And yet 1 stay. AN this, the river 

and the willows and the gronk-gronk-pnk of the mini-dinosaur bullfkogs, it may be a 

fantasy. But 1 can beac to live here, util1 die. and 1 couldn't elsewhere" (308). Mocag's 

fiight h m  Manawaka h a  culmiaated in the adoption of a new identity, not the fantasy of 

a Highland ancestry, but a fantasy mted in the reality of the Canadian landsape. Old 

mots malce m m  for new in Mong's reconciiiation of her many sources, nitenring 
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Kroetsch's vision of the Canadian as a work of ptmodem architecture. And only now, 

"Morag began to see that here and now was not, after dl ,  an isiand. Her quest for islands 

had ended some thne ago, and her need to make pilgrimages had lead her back hem" 

(380). Neither Morag's present home nor her current identity are islands, containeci 

within themselves, but are connected to her past. both recent and ancestral. by the myths 

she has shaped about her regional and ethnic identity. 

For the chamers in MacLeod's stories, 'the significance of ancestral islands" 

seems to be a very real concem in dehing present identity. MacLeod's staternent that "if 

you're an island gmup of people and then you go to another island . . . that means 

somethingn is manifested in his fiction. For example. in 'Island." the people who keep 

the Ught on MacPhedran's Island 'told themselves they were already used to [isolation], 

coming as they did from a people in the fa- north of Scotland who had for generations 

ken  used to the sea and the sleet and the wind and the rocky outcrops at the edge of their 

part of Europe" (83). For MacLeod, island identity is both a iink with an ancestral pst 

and with a more ment New World history: island identity is derived ftom Scottish 

history and perpetuated by Cape Breton regionalism. And d i k e  Morag, who comes to 

the reaiization that 'islands are unreal," this island identity seems very real to MacLeod's 

characters in tems of the regional identity we have seen constmcted in this thesis. 

Islandlregional identity in MacLeod's works reiies heavily on interna. cohesion and 

isolation h m  the rest of the nation. Laurence's use of the island motif is part of a quest 

motif in The Diviners: Morag's sevch for an identity and a place of refuge is described in 

texms of a 'quest for islands." But MacLeod's characters do not go in quest of islands. 
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They appear inexbicably bound to an island identity and although they may joumey out 

into the world. their retum to the region, in body or in spirit. is ofien inevitable. Whereas 

Morag is able to adopt a new region within the Canadian nation, MacLeod's characters 

seem unable to feel tmly at home outside the region. And whereas Morag cornes to the 

conclusion that 'here and now was not, after aii, an island." no such possibiüty seems to 

exist for MacLeod's characters who are bound to the region. Though the identity of the 

Atlantic region may change h m  prosperity to deche. its isolation and Merence from 

other regions is preserved in MacLeoâ's stories. 

The substantid differences to be found in the way that Laurence and MacLeod 

construct regional identity should by no means be confused with the difference in the two 

regions these authors construct in their fictions. Regionallst writing is frequently 

interpreted only in the light of the 'pecuiiarities" of the region it represents. rather than 

exarnining the ways in which the work constructs regional identity." A catalogue of the 

differences between Western and Atlantic regional identity wodd be substantid indeed. 

but it seems more relevant to contrat how Laurence writes her region with how MacLeod 

writes his. Readings of regionalist texts that accept the version of the region presented as 

incontestable fact. i g n o ~ g  the fact that even realist conventions are sü l l  only 

conventions, reduce regionaht writing to local colour writing. and fiction to mere 

doa~nentary. So w N e  we noted in Chapter One that the similar tendendes of Laurence 

and MacLeod to explore Scots heritage ia specific regional settings have resdted in 

-or example Kuiyk Keefer states that the point of her aitical study is 'to 
emphasize . . . the fimdankntal coherence of the khuitime ethos and vision, and also its 
siBnificant points of clifference h m  other regionai dtures" (Under Eastern xii). 
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dissimilu critical approaches to their works. this does not at ai i  reflect upon the very 

distinct geographic regions out of whkh they are writing. It d m .  however, reflect the 

way in which these two regionalist writers constnict their regional visions. 

Laurence's construction of a prairie town relies heaviiy on the tensions that 

characterize that tom. AU of her novels, and most lmportantly The Diviners, display 

awareness of the Merences between the inhabitants of the region and the particular 

disconl thai arises from them. Specifîcaiiy. differences in class and race withh the region 

distinguish The Diviners, bringing to iight the multiplicity of identities present in this 

place. and in fact. in ali places. The necessity of locating one's own identity in relation to 

regional identity relies heavily on individuai cimimstances, upon which race. class, 

family, history, and gender are brought to bear. Rather than consûucting a dominant 

regional identity, Laurence emphasizes the variety of identities possible within a 

particular region. In general. her text may be seen as jwtaposing two broad categories of 

identity within the region: the native presence and the pioneer or settler presence. This 

interpretation, however, is complicated by her attention to Uveîihood and class stnictures 

that also foster regional heterogeneity. So although regionalist writing is ohen predicated 

on generaiizations about a given region. and Laurence's is no exception. her 

generalizations are baseci on tensions, such as those found related to issues of class and 

race. that are specifîc to the region. The heterogeneous mix of identities cepresented in 

The Diviners is very much a manifestation of the Canadian West. 

MacLeod's constnicdon of regional identity Mers significantiy h m  Lamnce's 

on the point of internai Merence. Hh ttext use ethnidty, occupation, and c h  to 
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consmict a relatively homogeneous sense of regional identity. m e  Laurence identifles 

the Métis as the 'Othern within her constructed region. MacLeod seems to tely on 

internai unlty to tepcesent those outside of the region as 'Other." Whlle Laurence 

presents Scots heritage as fostering ancestral identity for one sector of the populaüon, 

MacLeoâ represents it as virhially the only ethnic identity within his population. AIMI 

wMe Laurence risks essentializing the experiences of Western peoples by reducing them 

to the local interaction between Manawaka's Sconish and Mktis communities, she resists 

constmcting a unifled regional identity that is defîned against the rest of the nation. In 

contrast. MacLeod cornes dangerously close to doing just that. AU statistics of settlement 

aside, it is clear that no region in Canada can be as ethnically homogeneous as MacLeod 

represents Cape Breton to be. For example, Anne Marie MacDonald's ment novel. W 

on Your Knees, problematizes traditional representations of Cape Breton identity as 

prirnarily Scots and Irish by focussing on Lebanese, Jewish. and black narratives as well. 

MacLeod 's tendency to write solely about one community within the region may expose 

his work to readings that argue he disregards tensions within the region in favour of a 

defining specific regional identity? This could certainiy serve to exclude MacLeod's 

texts from nationaiist readings. whereas Lautence's representadon of the nation seems to 

open her texts to both regionaiîst and nationaiist interpretations. 

21Significantly, Herb Wfle observes that aitics such as Ricou and Kuiyk Keefer 
are inclined to perpetuate such pmblems in their criticai treatrnents of mgional writing 
h m  the Prairies and the Maritime region, tenâing to homogenize regiod identity in 
their w h  to define the region agahst national identity (271). 
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In MacLeod's stories the apparent homogenous identity constructeci within the 

region indicaies a stronger bond between ancestral heiltage and regional identity than we 

flnd in Laurence's text. In the case of MacLeod. Highiand Scots heritage is frequently 

represented in tems of relatively recent. local culture nther than an ancestral. distant 

culture. The use of Gaeiic in the stories illustrates this point. The loss of Gaelic is a 

recurrent motif in hls stories, partidar1y in the second coiiection. as it is in The 

Diviners. But within MacLeod's Cape Breton, where Gaelic was a sisriificant presence 

that served to define the region against other regions in Canada. the los  of the ancestral 

language appears as a regional loss. While Laurence focusses on the loss of ancestral 

languages as well, her regional construction is not characterized by the loss of a single 

heritage. Rather Morag, Christie, and Dan McRaith with their lost Gaelic are 

complemented by Jules with his lost French and Cree, and even by Brooke with his lost 

Hindi. Laurence's text presents the loss of ancestrai heritage on an individual basis, 

rather than on a regional basis. And whiie some of MacLeod's characters recognize their 

inability to speak Gaelic, as Sa1 does in 'The Tuning of Perfection." their reaction to this 

loss is characterized by nonchalance (in the case of Sal) or acceptance (in the case of 

Carver). In contmrt, Pique in The Diviners displays anger in reference to her inabiiity to 

speak the language of her father. feeling as she does that her heritage has been denied her. 

MacLeod represents Gaelic as a language of childhood, of the elderiy, and as a 

commodity that is kept alive by tourism and government programs. It was a vibrant 

presence in the region, but this vibrancy is now fading. In The Diviners, Gaelic is a 

symbol of the pst but is never represented as a M g  language in the region. It lives on 
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in the fom of a once-dlscanled Gaelic Bible. in a collection of the poems of Ossiui. and 

in sound recordIngs Morag will nevet understand. Her tefiisal to take Gaeiic lessons 

betrays her willingness to lllow Gaelic to continue as a symbol of her past nther than an 

active part of her fiiture. Efforts to resuttect Gaelic in the schools and in folkiore festivals 

in MacLeod's stories represent the preservation of a living heritage as a regionai. rather 

than an individual concem. Thus the bonds between region and Scots heritage appear to 

be nearly synonymous in MacLeod, but not so for Laurence. 

Despite the contrasting regional visions of Laurence and MacLeod, the d e  of 

story in fostering regional identity is a key point in comecting their works together. Both 

authors recognize the importance story plays in constnicting ethnic and regional identity. 

In The Diviners, the stories of Christie and Lazarus hction as myths h m  wbich Mong 

and Jules draw both ancesttal and local identity. Christie draws identity h m  the myths 

of Ossian and the history of the Highlands of Scotland, and Lazims draws identity from 

Cree legends and the history of the Métis rebellions. In hun. Morag and Jules pass these 

inherited myths on to their daughter, Pique, supplementing them with stories of Christie 

and songs of Lazarus and Piquette. The stories Pique has head fiom her parents evoke 

the geography, history, and culture of a region she bas never seen, and Pique's search for 

identity culminates in her decision to r e m  to the region of these stories to discover her 

mots. And Morag's profession as a writer is not incidentai to these themes. but rather an 

intepi  part of her status as a diviner of the stocks h t  mate and reveal identity. 

The diuacters of MacLeod's stories share regional idenblty also disseminateci 

through myth and story. In 'As Birds Bliag Forth the Sun." the men h m  a partidar 
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region draw their identity, and their sense of aiienation h m  the centre, fmm an inherited 

story. the myth of the d mbrglas a ' bhiüs. And in 'Vision." local history and ancestral 

history are cornecteci in a web of stories that the narrator sees as becoming part of 

himseif, 'the way chat such things do. went into [him] in such a way that [he] knew it 

wodd not leave again but would remah there forever" (As Blrdâ 128). Whtle none of 

MacLeod's chmcten are specifidy identified as writers in the way that Morag is in 

The Diviners, Kulyk Keefer points out îhat 'they ail possess the education and sensibility 

to be accomplished teilers of their own stories" (Under Eastern 234). 

In the case of both MacLeod and Laurence, story is presented as more than mere 

entertainment. It is a powemil force that both aeates. and is created by, identity. And in 

both cases, the local and the familia anchor identity to a specific place. to the region 

known intimately as home. For each author. the local and the particular serve as 

springhds into fiction that probes the relationships of ancestral myth to identity and 

place to identity. 
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